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ABSTRACT

This is the final report of the Reading Research
Utilization Project (PUP) which was funded by the U.S. Office of
Education from July, 1971 to June, 1973. The purpose of the RUE was
to encourage the translation of research, particularly reading
research, into practice in 16 target elementary schools in
Washington, D.C. PUP was a school information service project for
teachers and other field personnel directed by the Research
Information Center (RIC). A special feature of the project was the
use of educational extension agents to provide a link between the
central resources of the RIC and the needs of the target school
personnel. Services to RUP clients included on-line computer searches
of ERIC, CIJE, Pacesetters in Education and the in-house files of the
Council for Exceptional Children, manual searches, transformation
services, microfiche and limited hard-copy reproduction, referral
services, loan of portable microfiche readers and dissemination of
innovative practices. Case studies are included in the report to
demonstrate the practical ways in which research was utilized in the
schools. A survey evaluation of the participating principals'
attitudes toward the project revealed favorable attitudes toward the
project and an increase in searches. (JG)
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FINAL REPORT ABSTRACT

The focus of the study was upon the process of translating
research into educational practice at the instructional level in
the D. C. Public School System. As envisaged in the original proposal, a small cadre of professional staff members, called educational extension agents, were employed to act as a link between
central research resources and key field personnel-teachers, principals, librarians, reading specialists- in 16 target elementary
schools.
Also according to the model, the target school librarians
expanded their normal roles as school based information specialists
to become "gatekeepers", or special contacts to open the gate and
admit or channel information and services of the project into the
school. A needs survey instrument was also designed to identify
and define specific research problems and information needs in the
target schools.
One ;goal of the project was to make target personnel more
knowledgeable about research findings and how these findings could
be utilized in their day-to-day teaching and supportive activities.
A second goal was to provide information to local schools for the
development of programs.

Project evaluation consisted of two parts:
1) documentation
of information utilization through case studies, and 2) a detailed
analysis of the impact of the research Utilization Project on
Principal's attitudes and on the use of information services by
teachers and other field personnel in the 16 target schools.
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INTRODUCTION

This document represents the final report of the ReadinLReseerch
Utilization Project (RUP) covering the original grant period of July 1,
1971-December 23, 1.972 and the continuation grant period of December 24,
1972-June 30, 1973.
The total grant award for this period was $119,899.
This report supplements the Interim Report of the project dated September
(ERIC document ED 069 281),
1972.
The Project Setting - The District of Columbia
The District of Columbia has the 12th largest public school system
in the United States.
In the 1972-1973 school year the Public Schools
of the District of Columbia served approximately 140,000 elementary and
secondary school pupils, 95 percent of whom are black. As in other large
cities, total school enrollment figures for the District have been declining slightly over the past few years.
In 1971-1972, enrollment was
143,411; in 1970-1971, 146,224.
This drop is attributed to a declining
birthrate, a drop in pupil entries from other states, and a substantial
out-migration to the suburbs of families with school-age children.
Despite the gradual decline in enrollment, the demands upon the
school system have been increasing. A school system study completed in
May 1972 showed that in'the school year 1971-72, 50% or 43,101 of 86,866
elementary school students were eligible for free lunch and 33% or 10,106
of 30,879 junior high school students were eligible for free lunch.
According to the census data, 66 percent of the District's elementary school
children live in school attendance areas whore the median family income
of the population is lower than the median family income of the District
population as a whole. Special resources are required to serve students
with these needs. Not only have these special resources not been available in the regular budget, but also the lack of budget inclements to
cover inflationary costs has precipitated additional probl-ms.
The insufficient financial resources to cope with the lack of socio-economic
advantages of a large proportion of the 0. C. school population have
placed serious constraints on the school system's efforts to achieve its
major goal of providing quality education for the children, young people,
and adults of the community.
The four program objectives of the school system adopted in school.
year 1971-72 and which will be continued in the schoel year 1973-74 are:
1.

To significantly raise the level of academic achievement
of all students in the areas of reading, written and oral
communications, and mathematics

2,

To radically expand full-time programs for children with
severe handicaps and learning disabilities

3.

To strengthen and expand career development programs for
All students

4.

To maintain and strengthen noneducational services which
aro vital in support of a quality educational program.

RUP, a non-instructional support service to field personnel, has directed
its thrust to program objective one as shown above.
The 7roiram Thrust
The Research Information Center (RIC) was organized in 1969 to assist
the professional staff of the District schools in educational research
relating to classroom use, proposal preparation, curriculum development,
professional development, and administration. RIC, a unit of the Division
of Planning, Research and Evaluation of the D. C. Schools, submitted a
proposal to the Office of Education in April 1971 for the establishment
of a ReaditG Research Utilization Project (RUP). The U. S. Office of
Educat4...on awarded the contract to the D. C. Public Schools, and funding
began in July 1971 for an initial period of 18 months.
The staff of the RIC under the grant has consisted of the coordinator,
his assistant, three educational extension agents, and a clerk-typist.
The coordinator's salary is paid ,ut of regular state education funds,
while the rest of his staff are funded under an ESEA Title TV grant from
NCEC.

The Reading Resenrch Utilization Project (RUP) is an RIC school information service project for teachers and ()tler field personnel.
Funded
in July 1971, the project in in direct support of the D. C. School System
objectives of raisiw the reading achievement of students. Through RUP,
the Research Information Center has extended special research information
services to 16 elementary schools on an experimental basis, and to the
staff of the Center for Educational Advancement (CEA), a teacher renewal
project funded separately by the Bureau of Educational Personnel Pevelopment of the U. S. Office of Education.
It is the purpose of the Educational Extension Agent (EEA) to act as a link between the central resources
of th,1 Rf:search Information Center and the needs of the target school
personnel.
Services provided to RUP clients included computer searches (on- line.)
of ERIC and CIJE as well as Pacesetters in Education and the in-house
files of the Council for E=eptional Children (CEC); manual searches;
transformation services; microfi.che reproduction, production of hard copy
in limited quantities; referral services; loan of portable microfiche
readers, and dissemination of innovative practices.

The selection of the 16 target elementary schools was determined by
the fact thaL they hzld prcvioasly participated in a school program evaluation, for which partfcipation they had been selected hy a wultistal,,e
stratified sampling 1,4:thod baed on enrollment. Also, it was hopcd that
-
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the existence of a data bank on these schools might prove to be of benefit
for any future correlational purposes.
Inclusion of CEA grew out of a
series of meetings and nn exchange of appropriate documentation between
the D. C. Public Schools and USOE.
The project coordinator of RUP was
already on the staff when the project began. However, a freeze on Jobs
and a general fiscal crisis experienced by the D. C. Schools caused a
delay in staffing. The,assistant coordinator of the RUP Project, who was
already on the staff of the Division of Planning, Research and Evaluation,
assumed her duties September 1, 1971, but due to the above mentioned
freeze, .two of the three EEA's did not join the Project until January 10,
1972, while the third EEA began May 1, 1972.
On-the-job training for the first two EEA's began January 10, 1972
and extended over a period of two weeks.
The third EEA began her training May 1, 1972.
The librarians of the target schools, who were to play
an important role in the project were trained February 2 and 3, 1972.
The RUP has identified the target school librarian as an institutional "gatekeeper"--a person in the local school who can interact with
colleagues to bring research findings to the attention of personnel at
the consumer end of the information pipeline.
Actual experience growing
out of the RUP indicates that the librarian can work effectively in such
a role.

;

In conclusion, the main purpose of the RUT has been to encourage
thn translation of research into educational practice at the instructional level in the D. C. Public Schools. To effect. the link between the resources of the RIC and the needs of key field personnelteachers, principals, librarians, reading specialistseducational extension agents have
been used to acquaint target personnel with research findings and to provide information to classroom teachers for initiating and developing
programs.

91,
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CHAPTER 1

I. Final Report on the Status of Implementation of the RUP, July 1971-June 1973
This section consists of a report on the status of implementation of the
RUP for the period July 1971 through June 1973.
The reported performance
is described in the light of relevant stated objectives.
A.

Statement of Project Objectives
The objectives as they appeared in .the original grant proposal'
follow:

1.Survey, identify, and define specific research problems and needs
related to reading in the 16 pilot elementary schools in order to
provide support to key local school administrative, supervisory,
instructional, and supportive personnel.
2. Survey and identify the felt needs of these local school personnel
relative to reading in the 16 target elementary schools.

3,Provide professional staff members who will act as a link between
central research capability and resources and teachers, principals,
librarians and rending specialists in the-target schools by providing research information to local schools to help plan and
organize programs for implementation, since presently these schools
have little in the way of information resources.
4,Build an awareness among target school teachers and other field
personnel through personal contact with the teacher and special
dissemination activities and services about the availability of
research findings and how these may be utilized in their day-today teaching and related activities.
5. Locate usable information about innovative ideas, practices, and
products matcher) to user interests and needs by means of utilizing
and building on the established central administrative research
capabilities and resources of the Research Information Center.

6. Determine the effectivenes of the program in the process of
matching research information to the needs of target school personnel.
Effectiveness will be determined by evaluation of programs
in the target schools which have been identified as having been
Initiated or developed as o result of either direct or indirect
contributions of this program.
B.

Staffing and Trainim; of Educational Extension Agents and Orienting
Target: School nod Center for Eeucatfonal Advancement Personnel to
the Services of the RUP

The following objectives relate to the above stated project
activities:
-

Provide professional staff members who will act as a link
between central research capability and resources and
teachers, principals, librarians, and reading specialists
in the target schools by providing them with research
information to help them plan and organize programs for
implementation, since these schools presently have little
in the way of information resources. (Objective 3)

-

Build an awareness, through personal contacts and special
dissemination activities and services among target school
teachers and other field personnel, of the availability
and utilization of research findings in their day-to-day
teaching.
(Objective 4)

1.

Project Fundinulnd Recruitment
The Grant Award Notice from the Grants Officer to the
D. C. Public Schools was dated June 14, 1971. Following
the receipt of this notice, the machinery for formally
accepting this grant was set in motion and certain fiscal
and accounting procedures were initiated.
First, a written "checklist" of skills'and competencies
for recruiting the "liaison researcher" or educational
extension agent (EEA) was prepared prior to recruitment and
this served as a guide to selection.
Elements on this list
were developed as a result of a review of available literature and subjective inspiration.
A written "checklist" was also prepared for recruiting
the "Assistant Project Coordinator." This was prepared at
the same time as the other list.
Tice specifications for the
Assistant Project Coordinator originally called for a professional librarian.
For various reasons, however, including
the term ovary nature of the project and the salary, it: was
difficult to recruit a candid:lie with this background.
The
individual finally designated for this position was first
selected as an EEA. Her demonstrated competencies were such
that it was felt she would perform well as Assistant
Coordinator.
Background information for the development of a job
description of the "liaison researcher" or educational extension agent wag reide available to the Personnel Department for
preparation of eocancy annoeneements. This included both oral
briefings and written descriptions.
As early as August 4,
1971, a memorandum was sent to the Personnel. Office requesting the establishment of project pasitions. Confusion caused
by shifting school system priorities due to a fiscal crisis
resulted in delays in the necessary paper work,
Finally, on
September 9, 1971, a vacancy announcement was issued.

-
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2.

The Selection Procedure and Staffing
Approximately 40 individuals filed letters of interest or
applications for the four vacant positions.
Many hours were
spent by the Project Coordinator in reviewing applications,
writing letters, making telephone calls, scheduling meetings and
finally interviewing most of these applicants.
An informal
committee of three, including the Project Director, a former
principal and the Project Coordinator reviewed the qualifications
of the candidates.
The most qualified were notified of their acceptance.
Unfortunately, a freeze was imposed by the Superintendent in December 1971 on all positions supported by any source
of funding, regular or federal, and this made it impossible to
move on hiring for the project until well into the project period.
The Project Coordinator was already on the staff when the
project began and his position was supported entirely by local
funds.
A freeze on jobs and the general fiscal crisis experienced by the D.C. Public Schools caused a delay in most other
project staffing.
The Assistant Coordinator of the RUP Project,
who was already on the staff of the Division of Planning, Research
and Evaluation, assumed her duties September 1, 1971, but due to
the reinstatement of the "freeze" on positions two of the three
linkers did not join the project until January 10, 1972, while
the third linker began employment May 1, 1972.

3.

Training for the Educational Extension Agents and Target School
Librarians
On-the-job training for the first too EEA's began January 10,
1972 and extended over a period of two weeks.
The third EEA began
her training May 1, 1972. The orientation and training for RUP
staff included an introduction to basic school systems resources,
including the Division of Planning, Research and Evaluation, and
also certain information resources in the city. Valuable assistance
was given by Mrs. Mary McCord of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Library
and Information Sciences (ERIC/CLIS) in the understanding and use
of ERIC tools, including the ERIC Thesaurus of Descriptors,
Research In Education (RIE), Current Index to Journals in Education
Training in the use
(CIJI), and the Rotated Descriptor Display.
of the on-line information retrieval system, DIALOG, was provided.
Technical assistance in improving terminal use was provided by Bob
Donati, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company. Selected reading
assignments were also required as a further introduction to the
problem of information transfer and utilization.
In early Febreary 1972 a special training session for target
school librarians, EEA's, and certain Department of Research
personnel was arranged for by the RUP Project Coordinator, in conjunction with the Director of Project RISE from the state of
Pennsylvania and tn! RUP Project Officer at NCEC/US0::. Actual
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training services were provided by RISE staff. members.
The two
one day training sessions concentrated on question negotiation
and basic retrieval skills, using the ERIC Thesaurus, RIE, and
CIJE. All necessary materials for orientation and training, RISE
staff travel, training accommodations, and luncheons were provided
by RISE. Additional training was provided one of the EEA's when
she participated in,the March 4-9, 1973 training session at Stanford University to help validate modules and materials for training educational extension services personnel. Other opportunities
have been provided on an on-going basis to all staff members to
participate in conference sessions and workshops to enhance their
professional capabilities and knowledge.
4.

Orientation of School Personnel
The Project Director, in cabinet meetings with the Superintendent and senior level school administrators, has from time to
time, given briefings on and otherwise attempted to create greater
awareness of the services of the RIC in general and of RUP in
particular.

The Board of Education was provided with a formal letter signed
by the Superintendent of Schools briefly describing the nature and
scope of the project and recommending acceptance. A copy of the
grant proposal was also included. The Board of Education formally
accepted the grant.
A series of informal discussions and meetings took place with
the Director of the Department of Library Science and her staff.
They were consulted in recruitment of personnel, and some applications resulted from these discussions.
They were given a tour of
the RIC facility, and a demonstration of ERIC resources and DIALOG
computer capabilities was also provided. The close working-relationship of the EEA and the librarian was also discussed. ,.The
Director and her assistant attended and participated in the training and orientation session held in February 1972. RIE, CIJE, PREP
and other materials sent to the target school librarians were also
provided to the Department of Library Science. Their cooperation
and assistance greatly facilitated working with the librarians.
Other briefings were given to the Associate Superintendent,
Division of instruction, and the Assistant Superintendents of the
Elementary DcparLment, Model School Division, and Anacostia Model
School ProycL, all of whom had responsibilities and authority
over all or some of the target schools.

Two metings with target school principals were scheduled by
the Project Director for September 28 and 29, 1.971 for purposes of
reviewing various aspects of the Evaluation System Plan. An introductory session on the services of the RIO and the RUP Project was
-
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"piggybacked" it this meeting. Approximately,one half of the
principals gathered on the 28th and -a presentation was given, but
due to unforeseen events the second group was unable to meet, and
it was eOt possible to schedule a later meeting in the offices of
central administration. Therefore, principals were giVen the
information through telephone calls and follow-up conferences.
Formal orientation sessions were given by the Project Coordinator, on site in the schools.
School personnel usually present
inolUded the Principal and/or Assistant Principal, the Librarian,
the CoUnselor and the Reading Mobilization Chairman.
Other
teachers sometimes participated,
The number of school personnel at
these meetings averaged between four and five.

Follow-up visits to each school were made by EEA's after they
came on board, to review with:field personnel project purposes and
services especially where several Months had elapsed between the
initial visit of the Project Coordinator and the hiring of EEA's.
In general-, the policy was to make a visit to each school as frequently as possible or as needed.
Meetings with the target school principals in late 1972 alai)
provided an opportunity for exchanges between the Project CoorAiinator and these administrators on the progress of the project in
their schools.
For the fourteen-month period July 1, 1971 ter'
August 31, 1972, 72 demonstrations were given to 740 indivie,uals
and involved 110 hours of staff time. Additional hours have been

spent since then with follow-up meetings and new demonstraons.
This information is mentioned here to illustrate the effort that
was expended to build awareness.
5.

Assignment to the Target Schools and Observations of Extension
A ents in the Field

Target school assignments were made by the draOng of lots.
As mentioned in the introduction, the selection of We 16 target
schools was determined by the fact that they had preciously participated in a pilot school e:?aluation program.
Their selection
for that program was based on a multistage stratified sampling
method based on enrollment. There were eight "large" schools and
eight "small" schools. In choosing the assignments, therefore,
eight pieces of paper were prepared, each marked with a different
number, 1-8, corresponding to a paired large and small school.
EEA's took turns drawing. The person drawing a numbered slip got
the large school; a paired small school in the same geographical
area went by default to the other EEA.
This ensured that each
agent had an equal number of large and small schools and also a
fair distribution of schools geographically.
Considerable time and effort were expended to minimize any
possible administrative, jurisdictional,-or personal friction that
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might have tended to jeopardize the acceptance of the project at
all levels.
Every effort was made to show that this was a projedt
with a special thrust,-i.e., that teachers would receive more than
they would have to give.
Illustrative of this were the additional
resources and services described in various meetings with target
school personnel.
Letters to this effect were sent by the Project
Director to Target School principals and teachers in separate memo..
randums in August 1971.
In the Interim Report certain observations of the EEA's were
included which reflected some of their field operation experiences
after only five months on the job.
Some of these early experiences,
along with some additional new observations, follow:
a.

Initial visible, enthusiastic support from the principal
facilitates and helps accelerate acceptance of the EEA
among the staff members.

b.

An invitation to the EEA by the Principal to attend
and/or participate at staff meetings tends to help
establish an "aura" of acceptability and legitimacy
in the school operation.

c.

An attitude and recognition on the part of the EEA that
the principal 1. the institutional change agent in the
school building is important.
The EEA must work toward
supporting and reinforcing that role through activities
designed to make it easier for the principal to keep
aware of trends in the profession and changes or innovations in instruction.

d.

The attitude and presence or lack of cooperation of key
target school personnel (the principal, librarian,
counselor, reading mobilization team chairman) can promote or retard achieving project goals. It has been
observed that the ability to encourage otheis to initiate
activities or projects sometimes lies with individuals
who, by virtue of peer relationships and other personal
qualities, influence other school personnel.

e.

In terms of the EEA's "approach" to teachers, it is felt
that the image of a fellow colleague is more effective
in establishing working reationships than that of the
EEA assuming the attitude or role of a school officer or
"expert."

f.

EIA involvement in les structured and more informal
settings, such as a netting over lunch at: the school,
staff development wollishops held at the school, grade
level meetings, discussions in the teacher lounge
during breaks or planning sessions, and so forth seem

to he settings more conducive to building interpersonal
helping relationships with staff members.
g.

Previous teaching experience or background in education
and a demonstrated awareness and empathy for the teachers'
problems are important elements in building and maintaining a working relationship with teachers. Both EEA's
have had teaching experience and feel that this has been
very useful.

h.

Any large organization such as a large city school system
is constantly experiencing changes of personnel.
Building awareness in a school system means not only reaching
as many potential information users as possible at any
one time, but continuously. With new personnel coming in
and others changing positions, expansion of awareness
takes on new meanings and should clearly be viewed as an
on-going process.

i.

Clients will frequently contact other resources before
initiating a request through an extension agent.
This
should not be interpreted as lack of confidence in the EEA.
Rather, the client is very often referred by a satisfied
user to an extension agent as a worthwhile source of information.
Over the
appeared
early in
Later in

span of the Project, frequency of EEA visits
to have a diminishing effect.
Frequent visits
the project stimulated requests for information.
the project, EEA visits were made as a need arose.

k.

The strategy of devoting fixed dates of service for each
school was discarded.
This form of scheduling visits to
schools seemed too inflexible, and resulted in a few cases
of an appearance of unavailability and wLs counter- productive
Clients were more satisfied with a flexible schedule which
provided information when needed.

1.

"Turnaround Time," that is
the time between initial request for information and delivery, as well as quality of
that which is delivered, does affect c?.dibility of project services and project acceptance.
rnaround for
most 121711 clients was a few days.
Other ield agent projects reported turnaround time of selyal weeks. The
availability of on-line searching capa lity in the Center,
plus the compactness of the urban setting, helped to com-press this turnaround time.
It is felt that a turnaround
time of a week is perfectly acceptable in most cases.

-
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6.

m.

Conducting searches for teachers who are taking graduate level courses is useful in building awareness of
information resources and services. InforMation services in support of graduate programs for teachers
aimed at action research, staff and curriculum development, and similar efforts may actually encourage the
research utilization process.

n.

Research is seldom utilized "overnight." Success in
information services is measured over time. A11 new
ideas require time before developing into changes in
teaching behavior.

o.

It appears that younger teachers, fresh out of college,
tend to be more open to the idea of trying new approaches
in the classroom. More experienced teachers, on the
other hand, have other kinds of needs, such as the desire to improve techniques being used, more pragmatic
information, etc.

Advancing Professional Knowledge and Skills of RUP Personnel
The role of the Educational Extension Agent was prior to the
initiation of this Project largely undefined, insofar as this was
a relatively new job for which only minimal orientation and training could be provided.
The initial orientation and training
provided was spelled out earlier in the report.
However, it cannot be stated too strongly that opportunities for professional
development need to be cultivated and seized upon in an on-going
program.

Listed below are anumber of professional conferences and
meetings attended by members of the RUP staff.
Funding for these
activities derived from a variety of sources including project
sources.
a.

On September 13-16, 1971, a meeting of Directors of Education Improvement Centers in conjunction with an ERIC Tape
Users Conference was held at the Holiday Inn in Silver
Spring, Maryland. The Project Coordinator attended and
delivered a presentation at this conference, including
the showing of the "All About ERIC" sliie tape developed_
by an RIC staff member.

b.

On November 9-10, 1971, the Project Director attended the
Fall Information Dissemination Conference held in St.
Louis, Missouri. Objectives of this .conference were to
provide opportunities for the participants;
1) to receive
practical training in information dissemination within a
state education agency, 2) to exchange ideas about dissemination, and 3) to be apprised of project objectives
and activities.

c.

On November 16-19, 1971, the Project Coordinator
attended a seminar for managers of information centers
on the training of Education Information Consultants,
held at the Par West Regional Education Laboratory in
Berkeley, California. A special visit was made to the
Educational Resources Center of the San Mateo County
Office of Education.

d.

On March 2-3, 1972, the Project Coordinator and the
Assistant Project Coordinator attended an ERIC On-Line
Conference of members of the DIALOG network held at
the Holiday Inn, in Arlington, Virginia.
Each participant presented an overview of respective operations.
Discussion centered around reporting requiremerts, new
search procedures, and future plans.
While at the conference an on-site visit was made to the ERIC Clearinghouse on Exceptional Children (CEC) a member of the
DIALOG network.

e,

On April 4-6, 1972, the Project Coordinator and the
Assistant Project Coordinator attended a "Sealinar on
ADP In Technical Information Systems" given at the
U. S. Civil Service Commission.
"This seminar was -designed to present an overview of the application of
data processing techniques to various aspects of information handling, and to discuss the important
criteria for the design, analysis, and evaluation of
an automated technical information system."

f.

On April 12-14, 1972, the Project Coordinator attended
a "Seminar on Indexing and Abstracting," given by the
U. S. Civil Service Commission.
This three-day survey
and skill-learning session concentrated on acquiring
indexing and abstracting concepts by "doing" sample
indexing and abstracting experiences.

g.

On May 11-12, 1972 plans for NCEC's educational extension
program were discussed at the National Dissemination
Conference hosted by the State Education Department,
Columbia, South Carolina.
The Project Coordinator attended for the Assistant Superintendent for Research and Evaluation who is the State Dissemination Liaison Representative for the State Education Department in the District of
Columbia.
The conference agenda included a very worthwhile on-site visit to the Research Information Unit. Also
very informative sessions were spent in discussion with
EIA's from the Pilot State Dissemination Programs of
Oregon, South Carolina and Utah. Representative users of
South Carolina's RIC services spoke of their experience
with the extension agent program and use of information
services.
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h.

On September 19-21, 1972 Research and Information
Services for Education (RISE) hosted a National Conference of Educational Information Centers in cooperation with the Division of Educational Extension
Systems of NIE at the Downingtown Inn, Downingtown,
Pennsylvania. Representing the Research information
Center were the Project Coordinator, Assistant Project
Coordinator and one Educational Extension Agent. The
conference was organized into the following four
functional areas:
1) Project Management, 2) Information
Resources Management, 3) Information Services Personnel
and 4) Field Extension Agents.

i.

On October 19-20, 1972, RISE, in cooperation with Lockheed Information Sciences and the National Institute of
Education, hosted an ERIC/DIALOG Conference in King of
Prussia, Pennsylvania.
The Project Director and one
Educational Extension Agent participated in this meeting.
Attendees numbered sixteen, including Lockheed and NIE
representatives.
Topics included new search capabilities
of DIALOG, quality control in search output, productivity,
evaluation, and future network plans.

J.

On February 22-23, 1973 a National Dissemination Conference was held in Chevy Chase, Maryland. This was the
third such conference in a project designed to enhance
dissemination functions in State Education Agencies.
The Project Coordinator attended this meeting. The main
focus included a report on the status of dissemination
and the field agent program at NIE, a summary of the
evaluation of the Pilot State Projects, a statement on
educational change and dissemination, information needs
in education, and funding sources for dissemination
activities.

k.

On March 4-9, 1973 an evaluation session to field test
certain training materials was sponsored by the National
Institute of Education and held at the Institute of
Communication Research, Stanford University, Stanford,
California. One of the extension agents who had not yet
had an opportunity to attend a conference was sent to
this meeting. The purpose of the conference was to
evaluate the modules and materials for training educational extension services personnel.
These materials were
produced by the Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development in Berkeley, California. Staff
from the Stanford University and Systems Development
Corporation guided the 16 participants from ten states
and the District of Columbia through evaluation sequence.

-
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1.

On Aril 2-4, 1973 the ERIC Data Base Users Spring Conference was held at the Marriott Twin Bridges Motor
Hotel in Washington, D.C. Attending from the RIC were
the Project Coordinator, the Assistant Project Coordinator, and an Educational Extension Agent. Excluding
the staff of the National Institute of Education, and
the ERIC Facility, there were 58 official attendees
representing 45 organizations. Workshops covered the
following topics, "Techniques and Tools for Better Retrieval," "Products and Services from the ERIC Data
Base," "Costs of Searching," and "Tape User Services and
Technical Assistance."

m.

On May 2-4, 1973 Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation
hosted the ERIC/DIALOG Users Meeting at the Commodore
The Project Director and one
Hotel in New York City.
Educational Extension Agent presented a discussion paper
entitled "Toward Evaluating DIALOG Operator Productivity"
explaining various guidelines developed and tried in the
Research Information Center to improve on-line terminal
Seven operating centers, which were members of
usage.
the national networlqrparticipated, along with representatives of the National institute of Education and Lockheed Information Sciences.

n.

During the period of July 24-August 11, 1972 two RUP
staff members and six regular Departmental staff members
attended an Urban Educational Research Training Institute
held at Howard University in cooperation with the Research Training Division, Office of Education.
The primary focus of the Institute was to provide training in the fundamentals of research planning, data
collection, data analysis and report writing. The two
RUP staff members who attended developed projects in
Howard University staff
direct support of RUP evaluation.
members plus the D. C. Schools' research staff worked with
Continuous
the individuals to ensure quality programs.
support was given trainees by Howard and institute staff
through the use of weekend sessions scheduled during the
year and through visits by the professional staff. The
reports from these two projects and their findings and
conclusions constitute a part of the evaluation of the RUP
Project.

o.

Another EEA undertook graduate level courses at George
Washington University (iring this project period. One
course dealing with "Clinical Problems in Reading
Diagnosis and Remediation" involved a longitudinal. case
study of the effect of clinical diagnosis and tutorial
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remediation on a fifth grade student.
The second course
entitled "Practicum In Reading," involved teaching developmental reading to a group of college bound students.
Additional time was also spent teaching remedial reading
Those courses led to the
to a student with brain damage.
earning of a Master of Arts in June 1973 and certified
this EEA as a reading specialist qualified to work in
that capacity in grades 1-12.
These seminars, courses, institutes, and conferences are inc1U4d in this report to demonstrate the high level of professional
commitment and concern of the members of the project staff.
%.

C.

Survey

4f Needs

sic thrust of the information needs survey process was twoThe bask
fold, nameli\l) identification of needs and 2) providing a response to
the stated need. During the project period two such surveys were conThese surveys are being discussed in detail in the following
ducted.
pages.

The objectives listed below relate to information needs identification:

- Survey, identify and define specific research problems and
needs related to reading in the 16 pilot elementary schools
in order to provide support to key local school administrative, supervisory, instructional and supportive personnel.
(Objective 1)
- Survey and identify the felt needs of these local school
personnel relative to reading in the 16 target elementary
schools.
(Objective 2)
1.

Operational Philossphy and Considerations in the Development of
a Needs Survey Strategy
The purpose of identifying needs for this project is to
better enable project personnel to offer service to target school
personnel in meeting their individual and collective needs and
those of their students and to do this in a way that is responsive
to stated needs of requests for information.
Consultation in the development of the needs survey was provided on a continuing basis by the staff of the Departments of
contribution to the
Research and Evaluation as a school system
The efforts and thinking of all. RUP staff members were
project.
continuously involved in the development cf this instrument.
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Certain elements were identified as desirable criteria in
the design of the survey of needs instrument. These included:
1) content, 2) voluntary completion, 3) ease of response for
client, 4) responsiveness, 5) replicability, 6) ease of administration, and 7) innovation.
Content refers to subject categories included or covered in
the needs survey.
Experience in the field, past requests, tend
available materials (for example, PREP reports) played a part in
the determination of content. Voluntary completion was felt to
be an important feature, and this approach would allow information
needs of field personnel to emerge in the form of requests for information. Much attention was given to making it easy for the
client to respond to the survey.
First-, it was kept relatively
brief; a minimum of effort was required of the client to complete
the survey and it was designed to be returned through school mail
requiring no postage.
Responsiveness refers to that characteristic which, after the
identification of an information need, goes one step further and
provides a response to that need.
RepliCability refers .to
visability largely by a change of content.
This will allow for
example, the issuance of each survey on a quarterly, semiannual or
annual basis.
Ease of administration applies to the' relative ease
of executing such a procedure without the need to go to elaborate
and formal instrumentation and the time and resources required to'
carry out that type of approach.
Finally, it is felt that this
approach is innovative in that it contains these many desirablefeatures and may, therefore, be of interest: or use to other information centers as they consider the problem of needs assessment.
The approach finally adopted for the needs survey instruments,
in 1972 and 1973, which utilises a request form format, was
,-selected and developed in consultation with the staff of the De-.
partments of Research and Evaluation and in light of the desire to
meet the above mentioned criteria.
2,

Needs Survey 1972 - Design1 implementation

and Results

Although the details of the implementation of the Spring 1972
Needs Survey are contained in the Interim Rcaort, they will be
repeated here for the com,enience of the reader in making compari sons with the 1973 Needs Survey.
The discussion which follows
deals with the procedures followed by the RUP Staff in implementing
Needs Survey 1972.
Research oh the epproach to Needs Survey 1972 began in earlymid March 1972 and culminated in June 1972 with the dissemination
of the first Needs Survey to all target school personnel.
Reproduction was done locally by D. C. School Clerical Services.
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Distribution was made to each school principal through
school mail. Return of completed forms was via school mail and
in some cases was picked up by the extension agent.
Completion
and return of the form was voluntary in accord with an agreement
with the Washington Teachers' Union.
The Needs Survey Form (See:Appendix A) consists of an introduction and basically three othdr parts, namely:
1) Personnel
identification, 2) Area of interest and indication of need, and
3) Application or use of information. Respondents are asked to:
a)

Provide their names and other selected information
so that appropriate follow-up might take place.
Indicate area of information need by placing a check
in the appropriate space.
For each item requested,
respondents were asked to give the date by which the
information was needed.
The column labeled -"Definitely
Needed" was to provide a means for the client to state
some purpose as to his or her own priority of need.
The extension agent could use this as a guide in servicing requests.
Space for write-in requests and needs
was provided at the bottom of the page.

c)

Indicate the use or application of the information requested utilizing the use code provided. The categories
identified were:
1) classroom use, 2) administration,
3) professional development, 4) proposal preparation,
5) curriculum development, and 6) other (specify).
This
could be tabulated to document "intended utilization" as
stated by the requests.

In order to handle the number of responses expected from
field personnel taking advantage of the needs survey, a collection
of prepackaged searches was prepared. These packages were then
taken off- the shelf and made available to the client either diredtly
or through the school librarian. Further individualization of RUP
response to a partucular client was provided as needed through
personnel follow-up, a special information package, and so forth.
One Education Extension Agent was assigned the task of maintaining a log to record returned needs survey forms and to keep a
record of the status of these requests.
This log was posted in
the RIC office for n11 staff members, including the respective EEA's,
to "track" each respondent's request from date initiated to completion of request.
(see Appendix B)
Additionally, an "information voucher", in the form of a
follow-up memorandum to the client was also developed.
(See
Appendix C) A copy of this voucher was sent to the client stating
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the RUP response to his request. Occasionally it was necessary
to secure a missing piece of information, and the voucher was
designed to be used to accomplish this also.
The client was instructed-to present his voucher to the librarian in return for
materials or services. PRE- materials and other selected documents were regularly sent tc, the school libraries and a client was
sometimes referred to these on the above mentioned voucher.
If
appropriate, materials were sent directly to the client with the
voucher, which became his record of the response.
A carbon copy of
the voucher was attached to the request form prepared for each Client
to provide a complete in-house record of the description of the
request.

Multiple requests for ,:he same information package in each
school were met by providing several sets of the packages to the
library (one set for each 5 requestors). These resources became
a part of the professional library in each school and thus the
property of the school unless otherwise stated.
Librarians were
urged to establish a loan policy to ensure circulation of materials
to the requestor.

The following in-house procedures were established for filling
the Needs Survey requests:
a)

Match "AREA OF INTEREST" topic with corresponding information package.
Example:
"Individualized Reading" is
the topic of PREP Kit 16.

b)

Identify "AREAS OF INTEREST" which are checked on the
returned Needs Survey request. Example: If "slow
learners" is checked, N-S Set 21 should be made available to the client.

c)

On the needs survey information voucher (Appendix C)
indicate the PREP Briefs'which were mailed to the client,
Also indicate which N-S sei:S,should be requested at the
client's library. Remember tol5cale a carbon of the
needs survey information voucher for RIC files!
ti

d)

Under "Other Comments" on the needs survey information
voucher, include these directions:
"Show' his letter
to your librarian so she can locate the information
packages for you."

e)

Mail needs survey information voucher with any indicated
PREP Briefs to the client. Complete search request form
for each client served.
Attach carbon of the needs
survey information voucher to the search request form.

-
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f)

Retain each Needs Survey Request file by school. Record
progress of search on Needs Survey summary sheets.

g)

Provide 1 N-S Set for each 5 requestorS to librarian,
Example:
If 10 people from one school request "Drugs
and Health," send 2 copies of N-S Set 32 to the librarian.

These additional procedures were established as guidelines to
the information specialists in executing computer searches on the
DIALOG information retrieval system to produce needs survey packages.
a)

)

Identify ERIC Descriptors as suggested by the "Area of
Interest" Items listed on the Needs Survey instrument.
Do this off line.
While On-Line, SELECT the ERIC Descriptors and LIMIT
each Set to "MAJ."

c)

COMBINE the Majored Sets in the "And" operation.

d)

LIMIT the resulting set to EJ; DISPLAY in Format 5 to
check for relevant Documents; PRINT in Format 5.

e)

LIMIT resulting set to ED/AVAIL/ and Accession Number
range; (example: 42000-61000) DISPLAY in Format 5 to
check for relevant docunu
Print up to 25 RIE
Abstracts in Format 5,

Results of this approach to Information Needs Survey were
positive, as mentioned earlier.
Research on the approach to a Needs Survey began in earlymid March 1972 and culminated in June 1972 with the dissemination
of the first Needs Survey to all target.school personnel. One
copy was sent to each of the 549 full time employees in those
schools at that time
Of these, 77 responses (14%) were received
to Needs Survey 1972.
The 77 respondents made multiple requests
numbering 479 or an average of 6.7 items per request. Only three
requests were received under the "other" category.
As mentioned, Needs Survey 1972 was distributed in June 1972.
Many responses were received within a few days while others arrived
upon the reopening of school in the fall. It was learned later in
the fall that five schools did not distribute the forms at all.
This was probably due to the crush of business that is typical at
the. end and beginning of each school year.
It also pointed out the
oeed for more closely nonitoring distribution of future surveys.
Those five schools which did not distribute the form represented
199 potential. respondents.
If this number is subtracted from the
survey population (549-199=330 or 23.3%) then the overall response
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rate Was actually higher than the 14% cited above.

The number of responses to specific interest areas identified
on the needs survey and their rank are shown below:

Area of Interest

No. of
Responses

Rank

Reading Difficulties and Learning
Difficulties

37

1

Reading Development, Instruction, and
Programs

23

9.5

3.

Reading Diagnosis and Tests

30

5

4.

Reading Comprehension and Skills

32

4

5.

Reading Readiness

19

12

6.

The Informal Reading Inventory

23

9.5

7.

Vocabulary Skills and Vocabulary
Development

35

2

8.

Slow Learners

27

7.5

9.

Correcting Reading Problems in the Classroom

33

3

Assessment of Achievement in Reading and
Math

20

11

More Effective Instruction in Elementary
School Mathematics

28

Grouping for Maximum Instructional
Effectiveness

22

13.

Individualized Reading

27

14.

Team Teaching and Microteaching

5

17

15.

Headstart Follow-Through Programs

8

15.3

16.

Reinforcing Productive Classroom Behavior

25

8

17.

Student Behavior and Behavior Modification

28

6.5

18.

Drugs and Health

19.

Parental-Community Involvement in the School

20.

1.

2.

10.

11.

12.

6.5
10

7.5

6

16

10

14

Career Development

4

18

21.

Teacher Attitudes Toward the Disadvantaged

8

15.3

22.

Values and Motivations of the Disadvantaged

23.

Teacher Militancy and Teacher Morale

8

15.3

24.

Bilingual Education

3

19
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13

13

\1

This particular approach to servicing information needs had
proven to be effective as a means of eliciting a response from
the field. It has demonstrated itself La be nn effective means
of reaching out directly to potential clients and drawing a
response from those who may have a need for information,
It
should be considered an appropriate vehicle through which information resource centers may interact with the field. If one
is considering implementing this type of Needs Survey approach,
it is vitally important that there be the necessary personnel,
information resources, retrieval capability, and so forth to
support it. Many considerations and tradeoffs need to be weighed.
For example, in the ease of News Survey 1972, it was decided to
prepare prepackaged materials as a response to requests for
information.
This worked well in most cases, althougk some
teachers indicated that they preferred tailor-made responses.'
Where possible, this personalized service was actually provided.
Typically, when a request was received, materials were taken
off the shelf at the RIC and mailed to the requester's school
librarian with a note that so and so (usually several requestors)
had requested those materials and would appear with a request.
The requestor, in turn, was sent an "information voucher" with
instructions to present the voucher to the librarian in return
for loan of the material. This approach was taken in order to:
1) contribute to the professional library of each school,
2) enhance the professional role of the librarian as an information source for teachers in local schools, and 3) keep printing
costs down by reducing the number of copies needed for distribution.
As a rule of thumb, one set of materials was sent for each group
(or part thereof) of five requests per school.
This approach has many merits in addition to the three
mentioned above but, of course, has some limitations and disadvantages.
Experience with Needs Survey 1972 revealed, among
other things, that:
1) some clients preferred to have personalized responses to their requests, 2) some did not like to wait
while the material they had requested was out on loan to another
teacher at their school, 3) the form was brief and its construction limited the response to 24 items, although only three out of
seventy -seven made request:3 in the section labeled "other."
There
was, also the observation that: 4) some librarians, because of
their own very busy schedules found it difficult to assume still
greater responsibilities, even though it meant that they also
acquired somethilv for their library, The fact that: more disadvantages have been identified than advantages does not mean
that they necessarily out-weighed the advantages. Asa consequence,
the experience gained from the Needs Survey 1972 was invaluable
in our efforts to improve our Needs Survey 1973.

-
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3.

Needs Survey...1222 - Design, Implementation, and Results

A second needs survey for RUP was proposed in the Department's
proposal for continuation submitted to the National Institute of
The target audience for this inEducation (NIE) December 1, 1972.
eluded the 16 target schools and additionally, the staff of the
Center for Educational Advancement (CEA).
A Grant Award Notice
dated December 15, 1972 and received January 26, 1973 was forthcoming. A revised Grant Award Notice dated February 30, 1973 was
later sent. Meanwhile, work on Needs SUrvey 1973 had already commenced and several versions of it had been developed, discussed,
and either revised or rejected.
A letter to the RIP Project Officer at NIE was mailed Match
5, 1973 by the RUP Project Director. Accompanying this letter were
three items, including the Information Needs Request Form for Needs
Survey 1973. "these forms were submitted as a requirement of the
Federal Reports Act as amended. Members of the NIE Dissemination
Task Foree reviewed these materials and a March 16, 1973 Meeting was
requested by the NIE Project Officer.
Due to prior engagements, the
Project Director and:Project Coordinator were unable to attend this
meeting and one of the RUP extension agents represented the project.
Basically, additional documentation, written justification, and some
A
suggested revisions were requested by the NIE Project Officer.
follow-up letter dated April 12, 1973 was sent to the NIE Project
Officer containing requested supplementary input.
On May 7, 1973
word was received by telephone from the NIE Project Ofiicer that due
to some changes in policy or application of policy, clearance was
not required at this time under the Federal Reports Act.
The Needs Survey Forms had been sent to clerical services for
duplication on April 20, 1973. Printed copies were received on
May 15, 1973 and 518 copies were delivered to the target schools and
the CEA by the extension agents in late May and early June.
Return
of completed forms was via school mail. Completion and return of
the form was voluntary, in accord with an agreement with the Washington Teachers' Union.
The Information Needs Request Form (see Appendix D) consists of
an introduction and three other parts, namely:
1) Personnel Identification, 2) Problem Identification, and 3) Product Identification.
Respondents are asked to:
a)

Provide their names and other selected personal information so that appropriate follow-up may take place.

b)

This
Complete the problem identification section.
section was modeled after one of the approaches developed
by Dr. William Paisley at the Stanford Institute of
In this section the
Comunication Research in 1972.
respondent was provided instructions on how to proceed,
an example, a sync() to state the problem in the respondent's own words, and additional space to write in
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selected terms or key words from three lists suppl:ted
on the form. These terms are grouped in three categories:
process, subject area, and human variables.
The latter helps to otherwise narrow and specify the
written statement given by the respondent.
c)

Identify the type of information they would prefer,
o. g. bibliographies, research summaries, practical
teacher oriented materials, etc.

The extension agent conducted a search to locate information
related to the stated problem. The agent reviewed the materials
collected by the 'search for relevance to the client's reou3st.
The client was consulted about delivery. Transmittal took place
by mail, over the telephone and/or in person. Because of the value
of establishing interpersonal contact between the agent and the
client, the latter approach was used when possible.
Usually, within a week of the delivery of the material to the
client, the extension agent made a follow-up telephone call or
visit to ascertain the usefulness of the material and ii he or she
may be of additional help in restructuring or refining the original
request, locating additional material, providing microfiche documents, loan a portable microfiche reader, or locate and photocopy
a journal article, etc.
User evaluation of the materials was
sought through an existing instrument called Feedback.
Before the end of school on June 14, 1973 eight needs survey
forms had been returned, three blank with no request.
The low
return rate for needs survey '73 is felt to be due to late distribution and the preoccupation of teachers with testing and final
grading at that time of the year.
Since there were so few responses,
no analysis was made.

4
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CHAPTER II

II.

Building the Project Infrastructure - Selected Services and Outcomes
The underlying foundation of RUP includes many elements. The process
of recruitment and training of extension agents has already been discussed, as has the orientation of school personnel and the needs survey.
Other selected components of the project are described in this section.
The objectives listed below are relevant to building the project
infrastructure:
- Build an awareness among target school teachers and
other field personnel through personal contact with
the teacher and special dissemination activities and
services about the availability of research findings
and how these may be utilized in their day to day
teaching and related activities.
(Objective 4)
- Locate usable information about innovative ideas,
practices and products matched to user interests
and needs by means of utilizing and building on the
established central administrative research capabilities and resources of the Research Information Center.
(Objective 5)
A.

Linkage Functions and Extension Services

As envisaged in the original proposal, a small cadre of professional staff members were employed to act as a link between
contra/ research resources and field personnel.
On-the-job training was provided by the RUP Project Coordinator.
Services of the Project and the "linker" (Educational Extension
Agent) were directed to school principals, counselors, reading teachers,
and librarians.
According to the model, the librarian has a special
role in the project as an "institutional gatekeeper." As a member of
our target audience, the librarian can open the gate and admit information into the school. As a resident staff member she is available
and accessible to the local school personnel and is expected to act
in such a way as to bring research findings to the attention of other
people at the consumer end of the information "pipeline." All target
school librarians participated in a training program. The role of
the librarian was more sharply defined and limited in this training
session.
It was focused on-building 1) negotiation skills, i.e. those
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skills needed to identify and desCribe a client's information needs,
2) a familiarity with the FRICALlesarus, Reseprch In_Eduction (RIE)
and the gurrent_indox_to4ourpjs in_EdusatAen. (CUE), and 3) basic
research and retrieval skills with which to perform manual searches
and/or to show fellow teachers how to use these basic reference tools
being placed in the target school libraries by the Project.
According to the model, all information requests in a target
school were to be channeled through the librarian who either helped
the client search for information in the above mentioned references
or referred him to the EEA,
The EEA was expected to visit each school
at least every two weeks and was considered to be on call each work
day. In practice, some librarians fulfilled the important role very
well despite numerous constraints, including limitations on the
librarian's time because of workload, delays in receiving project materials, professionalism of teachers, and so forth.
In practice, local school teachers sometimes called the EEA
directly for service. This was neither encouraged nor discouraged
and service was provided. It was felt, however, by the EEA's that
the librarians' emerging role, despite various
itations, wasa viable
one. It was also felt that other types of gatekeepers in the schools
could be identified and utilized in addition to the librarian. Suggestions relative to this topic were sought in interviews conducted
with target school principals. In addition to the librarian, other
contacts suggested included counselors, subject matter specialists,
grade level chairmen, resource teachers, other teachers, community
coordinators, and members of the PTA, local. Advisory Councils, or the
community.
Experience seemed to indicate that the following minimal services
could be provided by the gatekeepers in their schools:
1.

Assist other teachers in problem statement by properly
completing a search request form;

2.

Act as a channel for the flow of requests to the
Extension Agent and as a personal contact in the school
for the dissemination of information on innovative educational practices.

According to the model developed by the PUP Project, the EEA
provided the following services to target school personnel:
1.

Accepting and responding to information requests
negotiated and transmitted by the school librarian;

2.

Accepting direct requests from clients and assisting in
question negotiac:ion or problem statement;
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3.

Performing manual and computer searches of ERIC and non.
ERIC materials for information or solutions to problems.
Very frequently, the initial package developed consisted
of computer generated CIJE and ERIC abstracts;

4.

Preparing a personalized package of computer generated
abstracts for the client;

5,

Screening, analyzing and synthesizing information retrieved
and either transmitting directly to the client or through
the librarian, depending on how the request originated. The
EF.A endeavored to review the content of the package directly
with the client. Expecially good document abstracts, in the
opinion of the EEA, were highlighted and so designated;

6.

Providing supplemental information or materials as needed
(including photocopies of journal articles), arranging interlibrary loans, reproducing complete ERIC documents on microfiche, and making available portable microfiche readers.
Return of computer generated abstracts and reproduced micro,
fiche was not requested.
Other materials were loaned usually
for a two week period;

7.

Preparing as a spinoff of the transformation process, resource
packages on selected topics.
Packages to be developed were
determined by repeat requests from field personnel. They
became "off-the-shelf materials" available immediately upon
request;

8.

Assisting target school librarians in instructing interested
field personnel in how to use ERIC and how to conduct ERIC
searches;

9.

Fostering awareness of project resources and services through
orientation sessions and other activities;

10.

Disseminating innovative ideas, practices and products through
the preparation of Research News, the project newsletter,
through audio-visual displays such as the NCEC Educational
Products Mini-Kits and by making PREP materials available.

Other services were provided by the EEA and still more will emerge
in the future. The above services were identified for the purpose of
clarifying and updating how the EEA served the client, with whom he
interacted, and what services lie rendered.
The linkage services of the Educational Extension Agent assigned
to the Center for Educational Advancement followed the original model
as modified by project experience. As described in the 2perational
Handbook of the CEA, the actual target population included participants
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fro\four junior high schools and four feeder schools for each -- a.
total Of twenty schools. One extension agent was designated for the
CEA. .\Tha',..service strategy consisted mainly of providing linkage

services to CEA staff members in the planning and development of
programs.
CFA Target Schools were not identified until late in the
RUP Project and, therefore, did not receive information services
directly from the EEA,
B.

The Project Newsletter
The development of a newsletter was an item discussed in early
RUP staff meetings in 1971.
The Project Coordinator proposed to
revive a newsletter called Research News, which had been first suggested in August 1969. The first issue had been prepared at that
time but had never been disseminated when it was decided that a lack
of resources would prevent maintaining publication.
Building on the experience of this earlier newsletter, an improved Research News was developed as a research and dissemination
service for the target schools and indeed for the entire school
system.
Designated to bridge the gap between research knowledge and
educational practice for busy educators, Research News offered condensed items of interest and summaries of research in the field of
education..

Four issues were disseminated beginning in fall 1972. Issue
number one dealt with the vital link between curriculum development
and educational research, ERIC as a resource, and the availability of
ERIC information services in the D, C. Schools. The second issue
highlighted a particular ERIC document uncovered in the process of
analyzing a search done for a client. This discovery led to its being
featured in this newsletter and its acquisition for the RIC library.
Issue number three focused on behavioral objectives, comments and suggestions to educational consumers buying commercially available
materialsland advice from the EPIE Institute. The last issue disseminated during the project period, issue four, discussed the extension
agent program as a model for dissemination of information in Washington,
D. C. Another article announced the coming of the second information
needs survey.
Each newsletter was brief, consisting of one sheet of colored
paper (yellow) with a printed single spaced text on one side only
A
distinctive masthead was designed and used throughout. In addition
to the space allotted for one feature article, a second item was usually included concerning a service such as a printed bibliography on
the featured topic available upon request, or a selected fact or
statistic of interest to the reader. Copies of the newsletter wore
distributed to each teacher in the sixteen participating target schools.
It was telt that the project newsletter contributed directly to building awareness of project goals and served well as a vehicle for communicating information on innovative ideas and practices to the field.
Copies of the newsletters are reproduced in Appendices E, P, G, and H.
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C.

Microfiche and Microfiche Services
Under project funds, a diazo microfiche reproduction unit was
purchased, along with a number of portable microfiche readers. The
purpose of these units was to enable RIC and Project personnel to
make full text documents of relevant materials immediately available
to field personnel. These technological devices did, in fact, prove
to be very important and effective in helping to bridge the geographical gap between the educational practitioner and the resource file.
EEA's demonstrated use of microfiche readers and discussed the
availability of microfiche reproduction to individuals and small groups
in the target schools.
Between fiVe and six hundred sheets of diazo
microfiche were used during the year and a half of the project period
in which the EEA's were on board and active.
Some problems with the use of portable microfiche readers were
reported by clients due largely to a certain inconvenience of the
particular microfiche reader.
These readers were bought sight unseen
following the increase in price of a more desirabl,eJeaderNkThey did
have a number of aivantageous characteristics, includi
yeas81%01e
price, portability, inexpensive replacement parts, and t1*4 had no
The image was cast on a white card which could be placed flat
motor.
on a desk top and could also he adjusted to display on a wall screen.
The image was not viewed on a "rear projected" screen as is typical of
most readers.
Individuals who have difficulty with the eyestrain
caused by the glare from some of the standard readers might find this
advantageous.
The IUP staff found the ammonia processing unit used for fiche
to fiche reproduction adequate. fad slightly ore equipment funds
been available, a thermal unit would have been purchased. Extreme
caution in handling 200 Baum ammonia used for development is advisable. Adequate ventilation is also an important factor.

a

To encourage the awareness and use of microfiche and to streamline and personalize the computer package given to clients, new cover
sheets were developed.
The cover page was designed so as to identify
the client's name and the title or subject of the search, It also, of
course, identified the package as a product of the RIC. The second
page outlined, step by step, the procedure of using the annotations
and abstracts. Clients were informed through line drawings and in
narrative fashion of the availability of complete ERIC documents on
microfiche and of microfiche readers for loan.

For informational and referral purposes, a Directory of ERfC
Metropolitan Area was
Document Collections in the Washington, 1). C:
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prepared. A copy of the directory is contained in the Interim Report
(ED 069 281). Completed in September 1972, this directory includes
information on the currency and completeness of RIE microfiche files
and indexes for CIJE and RIE; the number and availability of readers
and reader-printers; user population and availability of the
collection, hours and days open; telephone number of contact person,
and exact location of ERIC collections of institutions in Washington,
D.C. and the metropolitan areas of Virginia and Maryland. This
directory has proved to be a valuable reference tool in helping
clients when, for some reason, it was more convenient for them to
utilize ERIC resources elsewhere.
D.

Development of a "Document Retrieval System"
DRS is the acronym used to identify the Document Retrieval System.
DRS was intended to improve the storage and retrieval. system of the
RIC, so that the RIC could maintain its services to the increasing
demands of teachers, counselors, principals, and other administrative
and field personnel involved in the RUP while maintaining present
staffing patterns.
DRS was designed to handle report type documents
in a manner compatible with ERIC.
Initial operation was to be manual,
with features adaptable to later automation.
Knowledge and skills needed to enable RIC staff to plan, design,
and implement such a system were a direct outgrowth of two Civil
Service Commission Training sessions attended in April 1972 and described in Section I. B. under "Advancing Professional Knowledge and
Skills of RUP Personnel." One seminar focused on the use of automated
data processing in technical information systems, while the other concentrated on indexing and abstracting.

Both of these seminars were informative and helpful in planning
And irplementing DRS. Work on DRS coincided with an assignment from
the Superintendent's Office to the Project Coordinator and others to
develop and implement an automated information retrieval system for
reports and documents produced for his office. A series of meetings
took place, which included representatives of the RIC, the Department
of Automated Information Systems, and the Superintendent's ^face.
DRS was designed to remedy a weakness of all single term indexing
and retrieval systems, namely that the indexer is limited to a single
identifying term to describe a document. Clearly, the majority of
works being published cover a variety of topics, and to assign a single
retrieval term to such a document restricts the probability of retrieval.
DRS is a pre- and post-coordinating information system.
Each document is indexed under a number of terms, increasing the
probability of retrieval. A document may be recalled through the
pairing of terms in post-coordinate searching.
The chief advantage
of a coordinate indexing system lies in the retrieval of documents.
A main disadvantage is the amount of time necessary to process documents.
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In an actual search of DRS, subject terms are selected from a
Accession numbers arc scanned to
list of candidate terms and paired.
reveal matches. DRS documents are retrieved by accession number instead of by title, just as in the ERIC system. A searcher is first
referred to a document abstract, then to the document bearing the
appropriate accession number.
The components of the DRS system are defined and described
below:
1.

TITLE CARDS.
This is a set of 3 x 5 cards which contains
the titles of all DRS documents. Title cards are maintained in alphabetical order. Their chief use is to provide n reference to processed documents. Documents may be
retrieved by exact title and the list helps prevent
duplication of processing.
In addition to the title, each
title card contains the accession number of the document.
These title cards can also be used in the traditional card
catalog for title searches.

2.

LIST OF TERMS. This is an alphabetical list of indexing
terms, synthesized from the Thesaurus of ERIC descriptors,
in order to save the indexer time.
Terms may be added to
the system at any time if it is felt that there is a need
for a specific term and existing terms are not sufficient.
Indexing terms are also found on the SCAN MATCH CARDS,

3.

SCAN MATCH CARDS. This consists of a set of 5 x 8 cards,
each of which has a space for ono indexing term, ten columns
each headed by a digit 0-9 and 25 rows. Document accession
numbers are recorded by column according to the last digit
of the accession number. For example, document 00123 is
recorded in the column headed by the digit 3.
(see Appendix
I)

4.

This is a form which has been adapted
DOCUMENT RESUME FORM,
from the ERIC system. There are several fields in the
resume form which are used only with special documents as
described later. Regular bibliographic fields or items are
always completed (see Appendix J)

The procedures for indexing and abstracting follow:
1.

ACCESSION NUFER.

Accession numbers are assigned to each
document as the first step in indexing.
DRS uses a five
digit number. The accession number is recorded in the
upper right corner of the document, and in field 1 of thr
document resume form.
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2.

DOCUMENT RESUME FORM FIELDS, Fields 2, 5, 6, 7, 15, 16, 17
are reserved for the Superintendent's documents only. All
other fields are completed for all documents,
INDEXINC-CATALOGING.
Regular bib4odaphic fields are com:
pleted. Field 12, Subject Areas -' {s a single term reference.
This is a hierarchical refey.etce which corresponds to the
"Subject" area in a stanOatd card catalog.
Indexing terms

are written in field V: Each term should be set off from
the others with a aldsh (I),
4.

,54

ASSIGNING TERM

Standard ERIC clearinghouse guidelines
suggest wriTti a list of candidate terms which describe the
document.
1 en the source authority is consulted ta.determine
the correct descriptors, Example:
the candidate term Per
Pupil Expenditure is listed as Expenditure Per Student in the
Thesaurus. Expenditure Per Student is the correct indexing
term.
Indexing terms are usually listed in alphabetical
order in field la.
WRITING THE ABSTRACT. The abstract should be written with
the purpose of informing the eventual user.
The abstract is
used by the researcher (or reader) to determine the relative
value of a particular document. Source of information for
writing the abstract are the stmwary, preface, or conclusion,
or the document may have an abstract which can be abridged.

6.

RECORDING, Accession numbers are recorded on each index term
card, (also called the SCAN MATCH CARD).
Referring to our
example of "Expenditure Per Student," if this term is assigned
to document 00071, the accession number 00071 will be typed
in column 1 of the scan match card labeled EXPENDITURE PER
STUDENT,
The title of the document is then typed on a new
Initial articles (a, an, the, some) are
3 x 5 title card.
placed at the end of the title.
Each title card is inserted
in alphabetical order by first key word.

7.

SAMPLE SEARCH. A request is made on reading programs and
academic achievement. These terms also happen to be the
exact descriptors.
Two scan match cards are pulled:
READING PROGRAMS and ACADENIG ACHIEVEMENT.
The columns are
scanned for matching accession numbers.
Two matches are
found:
00053 and 00047.
The document resumes for these are
checked and those documents may be pulled if judged relevant
to the request.

The DRS system has great potential. Already more than fifty
documents have been fully processed into the system.
The important
thing is that the plan and its implementation have been realized.
Continued support will ensure its continuation.
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E.

Reorganization of In-House Information Files
The General Research File (GRF) is the name for the Center's
vertical files of fugitive materials. The GRF is a major resource
of the Research Information Center. Physically it consists of 12
file cabinets ur 60 drawers of materials, organized under approximately 400 subject terms arranged alphabetically, complete with
The old GRF index had inan index of terms for cross indexing.
creased to over forty pages and was growing. As more staff members
came into the RUP project, difficulty was experienced in retrieving,
returning, and filing new materials in the GRF. Finally, it was
decided to overcome these difficulties by adopting a more systematic
and efficient indexing system.
Index
The GRF is an example of a single term index system.
terms must represent the contents of the document in a way that will
The indexer assigns
provide for the future retrieval of information.
to a document that single subject heading that he feels best represents
Previously, the RIC had developed its own subject headthe content.
Under the plan
ing list but it was not a controlled vocabulary list.
of reorganization, the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors was adopted as
the single legitimate source of index terms used in the storage and
Consequently, index terms can be carefully reguretrieval system.
lated regarding spelling and grammatical form by utilizing this
thesaurus as a standard authority.

Essentially, the new indexing system adopted utilizes a two-level
hierarchy using ERIC Descriptor Groups and ERIC Descriptors. The
ERIC classification scheme utilizes 52 descriptor groups of broad
terms, each with a three-digit code (020 through 520).
To provide ail
index or key to the Descriptor Groups, the three digit code is used.
This code number appears two spaces to the right of each main descriptor in the Descriptor Listing section of the ERIC Thesaurus.
An overview will help. As mentioned earlier, physically the
Each file drawer is assigned a
GRF consists of 12 file cabinets.
descriptor group number(s) and labeled, for example, "010-ABILITIES"
All materials conceptually related to ABILITIES are
or simply "010".
filed within that drawer(s) alphabetically by descriptor.
For example,
in the drawer labeled "010" one would find file dividers labeled with
"Academic Achievement," "Academic Failure
these descriptor headings:
"Intelligence," "Readiness," "Reading Skills," "Student Ability," and
so forth. Behind each of these descriptor headings is to be found
the actual file folders containing materials such as articles, brochures,
monographs, and so forth on the particular topic. Each file folder is
marked with the descriptor group number followed by a slash (/), followTherefore, material on "student
ed by the appropriate descriptor term.
ability" would be labeled "010 /STUDENT ABILITY." Each item in this
file folder is also labeled in the same way for storage and retrieval
The folder tab may be labeled with the title of the document
purposes.
contained therein or with some other indication of its general contents.
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As materials are processed for filing the indexer may assign a
"candidate term" to the material, A candidate term is a prospective
term which may or may not he a "legitimate descriptor." Assigning a
candidate term to a document is only the preliminary step in indexing.
Candidate terms may be suggested by the title of a document, a subtitle, preface, foreword, abstract, or summary.
Source names, for
example, Departments of Research and Evaluation, are not relied on
for candidate terms.
Tables of Contents are also generally avoided
because they are usually too specific for single term indexing.
The indexer selects several candidate terms and then consults
the Thesaurus to determine if the candidate terms are valid descriptors.
Familiarity with the Thesaurus is an invaluable aid to suggesting candidate terms,
Experience has shown that the titl.c of a
document is often the single most valuable source of candidate terms.
As a shortcut to indexing, drop all function words from the title or
subtitle (a, an, and, the, of, some, selected, etc.). Key words are
frequently nouns (such as schools, teachers, taxes, salaries, etc.)
modified by non-key words (such as elementary, urban, classified,
etc.).
Following are several retailed examples:
1.

The title of a document is The Education Professions
Part II - Differentiated Staffing A State of the Art
Report,- Key words are "Differentiated Staffing" and
"Staffing." "Education Professions" and "Report" are not
key words because in this example they are too broad.
The indexer consults the Thesaurus and finds "Differentiated
Staffing, use DIFFERENTIATED STAFFS." Upon checking the
word "Staffing" the indexer finds "Staff (Instructional)"
use INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF, Next to each of these descriptors
appears the three digit code 380 which is the 38th descriptor group concerned with personnel and groups,
At this point the indexer is faced with a decision, that is,
whloh of these two descriptors to select.
An aid to making
this decision is the General Reference File Thesaurus
developed in-house for use by the indexer for input or by
the retriever for output. This file consists of 5 x 8 cards.
Each card is labeled with a descriptor group number. Continuing with our example, the indexer would turn to the card
labeled "380/PERSONNEL AND GRO1TPS." Listed alphabetically
on this card are those few descriptors out of the many in the
full Thesaurus which are authorized for use in the GRF at any
particular time.
Upon checking this card, the indexer finds
the term DIFFMENTTATED STAFFS is used but not INSTRUCTIONAL
STAFF.
The final decision on selection is in favor of the
former descriptor. The indexer then places in the upper
right hand side of the document cover the notation 380/
DIFFERENTIATFD STAFFS. The inde:dne task on this document
is completed and the domAent may be filed. New descriptors
may be authorized for the Clr Thesaurus if needed.
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2.

The document title is Urban Teachers Salaries,
The key
word is "salaries," while non-key words include "urban
teachers." Upon checking the ERIC Thesaurus the indexer
notes the descriptors SALARIES and TEACHER SALARIES.
Each
of these terms is followed by the three digit code 220
which is the 22nd descriptor group concerned with finance.
Once again, the indexer refers to the GRF Thesaurus.
Turning to the S x 8 card labeled 220/FINANCE, the indexer
finds the descriptor SALARIES but not TEACHER SALARIES.
Therefore, the indexer would select and label the document
220/SALARIES and place it in the file.

3.

An Evaluation of the XYZ Reading Program is the name of the
next document. The 'cuy word is "reading program'." "Evaluation" is not a key word because this example is too broad,
Upon consulting the ERIC Thesaurus, the indexer finds the
descriptor plus the correct spelling READING PROGRAMS along
with the descriptor code number 440. Referring to the GRF
Thesaurus, the indexer finds this item listed.
He then
labels the document and files it.

These examples are intended to illustrate some of the many varied
problems that often confront the indexer as he goes about his work.
Hopefully, they offer some suggestions on how to approach the task of
indexing and some tools which are useful in performing this important
function.
Several months of experience with this new system has
proved its value to the staff, making their task of serving clients
more efficient and more trouble free.
F.

Computer Retrieval Capabilities

Not funded under the project grant but related to it insofar as
information service capability is concerned was the availability to
RIC of the DIALOG on-line computer retrieval system of Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company. Made available on an experimental basis
originally by the U. S. Office of Education and later the National
Institute of Education, the terminal was installed in June 1971 and
was utilized by RIC and RUP personnel through July 1973.- This advanced retrieval system replaced the much slower and more cumbersome
QUERY batch mode system used from the spring of 1970 until June 1971.
In return for the availability of DIALOG, the RIC produced various
usage reports for USOE, hosted visitors from around the nation and
foreign countries, and participated in periodic ERIC On-Line Users
Conferences where various topics, issues, and policies related to
termini] usage and network development were discussed.
Continuous efforts were made by Center and Project staff to improve search performance and overall terminal productivity.
One of
the Project EIA's spent part of his vacation in California. While
there on June 8, 1972 he visited a DIALOG representative at Lockheed
Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Polo Alto, California after an earlier
visit to the western offices of System Development Corporation (SDC).
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The purpose of these meetings was to compare DIALOG and ORBIT II
capabilities and discuss the latest search strategies.
4
Upon his return, the results of these visits were discussed at
a RUP staff meeting on June 12. Attention was focused on improving
RIC staff use of DIALOG search capability. Conference calls were
made over the following days to the Lockheed representative to
clarify some points, to Sharon Jewell, ERX/CLIS to discuss her
search strategy, and to Bob Donati of Lockheed to ask for a briefing on improving search performance.
Bob Donati of Lockheed's New York office was invited to the
RIC on June 16 and presented a three hour refresher course to RV?'
staff members on DIALOG usage,
He touched on three concerns of ours;
namely, relevance, exhaustiveness, and speed. This course was most
useful and resulted in a significant change in our search strategy
and in our operators' utilizing more of DIALOG'S search capabilities.
It was felt that improved efficiency would result in better quality
of information resources.
4

In late 1972 and early 1973, the staff worked on a project to
measure the productivity of each DIALOG terminal operator. This
study had a two-fold thrust:
identification of operator styles and
standardization of-some operating procedures. Without going into
details of the study, it can,be stated that the DIALOG Operator Productivity Evaluation revealed quantitatively what had before been
only suspected.
There was a great variation in searching styles
among the staff members. For example, one searcher ran single concept searches ("everything on staffing") which yielded very highprint. counts.
Another searcher selected an average of 22 sets per
search- -the high; while another searcher was content to use an
average of 10 sets per search. The average elapsed time (the time
from beginning to ending a search) ranged from 38.9 to 69.21 minutes
for individual searchers. Monthly fluctuations in terra. al usage
varied greatly, depending on which individual accounted for the bulk
of computer time.
These findings have obvious implicatichs relative
to cost of terminal operations, training of operators, and access to
the terminal by staff members and others.
.

while it was and remained a policy at RUP to encourage each
staff member to perform his or her on computer searching, computer
usage standards were imposed as an outcome of this study. A goal
was set to reduce the total number of citations or abstracts printed.
Since Lockheed charges for each abstract requested, this would tend
to reduce costs,
Decreasing total elapsed time through prestructuring
searches as much as possible was also set as an objective because of
the cost of computer time per hour.
Finally, it was decided to limit
the number of sets per search while maintaining relevance of retrieved
items.
This could be done by reducing the number of descriptors used.
Stringing commands and selecting E and R numbers resulted in considerable saving of time, yore on the procedures adopted by the RIC for
on-line DIALOG L:warehing lo:!y be found in Appendix K.
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G.

ERIC Materials provided to Target Schools
Plans outlined in the original grant proposal included provisions
to each target school library ofcertain specified materials including
ERIC and CIJE indexes.
Processing of orders by the business office
WAS halted due to a temporary freeze on spending, which included this
project.
Consequevtly, vendors were not requested to supply materials
until late November and December 1971.
The first items ordered arrived in late April and early May 1972.
These included the 1969 and 1970 cumulative index to CIJE and the
annual index to RIE. Difficulty was experienced in securing back
issues of RIE from the Government Printing Office (GPO), especially
back ordered monthly copies.
PREP subscriptions were cancelled by
GPO and a complimentary copy provided the State Education Agency was
used to reproduce adequate copies. A notice was received with information.that CCM Information Corporation was permanently out of stock
of ERIC Thesauri, of which 34 copies had been ordered.
A newer edition
was published later and the order filled.
As a result of these delays in receiving needed materials, the
original intent of having the librarians and EEA's train teachers to
do manual searches using the thesaurus and RIE and CIJE indexes had
to be dropped. Orienting librarians in the use of these materials
was one of the major purposes of the training provided by R.I.S.E. on
February 2 and 3, 1972. The other objective was to assist in the personal negotiation process, and this too, because of a lack of key
resources, could not be accomplished. Consequently the librarian did
not have the active role in question negotiation using the thesauri
and in training teachers in ERIC search and retrieval techniques as
had been anticipated. The EFA's, therefore, had to assume responsibility for ERIC negotiation and training in search techniques as
oripinallyproposed; however, the target school librarian continued
to take and channel requests throuOt the En to the Research
Information Center. DRIP, RUP and available rim: materials were disAdditionally, the
seminated to the librarian when finally available.
librarian assumed an expanded linkage role once prepackaged searches
developed for the first: Needs Survey 'ere sent to-the librarian for loan
to target school teachers. These materials helped to build a small
but worthwhile classroom oriented body of information in the school.
Based on information derived from observation and from the survey
of the target school principals, it
may be said that the PREP and the
i
Considering the problems
RIC and CIJE indexes received moderate use.
faced in acquirLng them in the first palce, this could be said to be a
There seems little doubt, however, that greater
favorable result.
usage could be ensured with proper delivery of ordered materials and
timely training in their use. AF a result of the problems with the
indices, greater reliance was placed on the rEA as an interpersonal
vehicle to link him with information resources rather than depending
on the inpersonality of the index.
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CHAPTER III

II.

Project Evaluation

This section of the report deals with those efforts which constitute the formal evaluation components. The evaluation consists
of two parts:
I) documentation of information utilizaeldh through
case studies, and 2) a detailed analysis of school principals in the
project.

The objective listed below relates to the evaluation of the
project:

- Determine the effectiveness of the program in the
process of matching research information to the
needs of the target school personnel.
Effectiveness will be determined by evaluation of programs
in the target schools which have been identified
as having been initiated or developed as a result
of either direct or indirect contributions of this
program.
(Objective 6)
A.

Information Utilization Documentation

...

The Case Study Approach

Considerable time and effort was spent in the search of a
suitable manner to document information utilization. This includc.Ca review of the literature available in ERIC, input from
staff of the Deparements of Research and Evaluation and RUP who
were experienced in the case study approach as used, for example, in psychology,.and discussions with various members of
the NCEC/NIE staff and the Pilot States Project.
In line with
the experimental nature of the project and in view of some
worthwhile findinRs that resulced from this search, it was
decided to pilot test the development of a modified case study
approach called Information Utilization Documentation (IUD) .
The selection of cases for documentation was left up to the
individual extension agent: who performed the necessary follow-up
with the client to document the utilization process.
The case studies were developed by the extension agents themTwo items of possible interest to Extension Agents in
other projects wcre developcd in addition to the case studios.
These are:
selves.
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1) "A Guide to Preparing Information Utilization Documentation
The Case Study approach" found in Appendix L, and 2) "A Checklist
for the Extension Agent Preparing Information Utilization Documentation" found in Appendix M.

,

Eleven case studies are included in this report. Cases selected
by the extension agent are from different target schools. The cases
reported are representative of the type of clientele served and include two principals, two reading specialists, one math resource
teacher, two librarians, two regular elementary teachers, one special
education teacher, and a "program" case study on the Center for Educational.Advancement. Clients indicated a variety of intended purposes of utilization, including proposal development, classroom use,
demonstration and staff development, advanced studies, pro3tam planningi and others.
Each of the cases documented had used project
services more than one time. These individuals demonstrate the
practical manner and diverse ways in which concerned educators in the
school system, with the aid of the extension agent program, translated
educational research into programs and activities to meet the needs
of students and school personnel.
Case Study No. 1
Proposal Development for Training
Connunity Aides to Work in An gun Space School

The requester in thi.s case was the principal of a small inner-city
elementary school with a staff of 11 teachers and 330 students. This
school was an ESEA Title I school during the project period. Coincidentally, this client was th first requester of the Research UtilizaThe principal was a repeat user who strongly recommended
tion Project.
The request documented in this HID
the project to her faculty members.
case study was motivated by an earlier loan of materials on open plan or
This topic was "Training Community Aides for Openopen space schools.
Plan Schools." The requester had previously contacted the Federal Program Unit of the D. C. Public Schools to determine the passibility of
obtaining funding for a training program.

This request was initiated in response to community interest in
participating as paraprofessional aides in the new open plan school. The
extension agent was contacted to conduct a review of the literature for
the funding proposal as is recommended by the Title III Office. The
principal was also referred by the extension agent to the Title_ III evaluator in the Division of Evaluation for assistance in writing her proposal.
A computer search of the ERIC file was performed and a bibliography
of 46 items was generated. Prep Kit 12, "Paraprofessional School Aides,"
and "Title III Resource Facilities--Open Space" were loaned to the client.
Printouts and other materials were delivered by the extension agent three
working days after initial contact.
The principal requested microfiche
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duplication after reviewing the printouts. The client was later visited
by this extension agent to determine the outcome of the proposal. The
principal reported that the proposal had been funded for $97,040 through
ESEA, Title III.
The requester then began to prepare materials to,train
14 community aides to work in the new open plan school.
This client requested an additional search on designing instructional programs for
dissemination to her faculty in the coming year.
The principal's comment:
"I was really glad to have this service
available. We couldn't have gotten the funding without your review of
the literature."

Case Study No. 2
Report Development for. Decision Making
-Related to if.etero,eneous Grouping

The client in this case study was principal of a District of Columbia
public elementary school.
The client had taught in the school system
prior to assuming the duties of principal, which position she has held for
several years.
The school is located in an area of the city which has the largest
Spanish - speaking population in the District of Columbia.
The area is
heavily Black and-Spanish, but also possesses a significant: number of
Caucasians.
During the project year, the school had an enrollment whichexceeded 800 and a faculty in excess of 30.
This particular school is
part of the Model Schools Division in the Public School System.
The requester was a repeat user.
Previous topics searched for this
-Client included:
1) dealing with aggressive behavior; 2) discipline as

an aspect of school morale and character; 3) dress code for students;
4) corporal punishment and the law; 5) advantages and disadvantages of
homogenous and heterogeneous groupings, and 6) motivating disadvantaged
youth.

The majority of the search requests for this client were conducted
through a computerized search of the ERIC files. Some searches involved
a combination of manual and computerized interrogation of the ERIC data
base.
The search involving the greatest expenditure of time involved
researching the advantages and disadvantages of homogenous and heterogeneous groupings in elementary schools. The extension agent received
that request while visiting the client's school. Mc principal expressed interest in the topic because the question of ability grouping
had been expressed as a top priority item for investigation for the :-.!odel
Schools Division, When the extension agent received the computer printout, he analyzed the contents and selecied Lhose abstracts which he considered highly relevant to the client's expressed area of interest,
'ClIc
agent then retrieved the microfiche documents and reproduced them. Next,
lie caned to make an appointment with the clio)lr, and when it was confirmed, 1.:ent to the school with a portable reader, taking along the reproduced microfiche and the printout package.
.e school,
Upon arriving at f:Jl
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the agent informed the librarian of the completion of the search request
for the principal, who had initially channeled her request through the
librarian. Then, he proceeded to demonstrate to the principal how to
use the microfiche and microfiche reader,
The extension agent reminded her that if any further assistance was
desired, she could call him.
Follow-up revealed that a "Report on
Heterogeneous Grouping" had been produced as a part of the Superintendent's
Academic Achievement Project for review by the administrative staff of the
Model Schools Division. The client was chairperson for the committee of
this group, and she invited the extension agent to participate with them.
in a symposium on the subject.
In conjunction with her efforts in the
Model Schools Division, a booklet with photographs was developed depicting
the activities centered around ability grouping at this school.
Other search requests were filled using PREP materials, materials from
the Center's General Reference File, and by computerized searches of the
ERIC data base, which produced relevant document and journal abstracts.
The client- indicated that she found the materials concerned with improving
teacher-student-parent relationship particularly useful in an effort to
improve the school's image with the community. In conclusion, the extension agent recently asked the client what caused her to continue using
project services. The client said:
"You all have been so prompt in
answering my request and I like the way you follow-up requests."
Cate StudIr No. 3
Planninr, a Proc-rnin For Parental Involvement

The client in this case study was a reading specialist and was completing requirements for the Doctor's degree at a local University,
This
teacher's school was one of the largest elementar: schools in the public
school system and is located in a densely populated neighborhood.
Of the
approximately fourteen hundred students enrolled in the school, all but
one were Black.

This teacher became aware of RIC/KUP services through the orientation
sessions presented by the extension agent at the beginning of the project
at a genera] faculty weeting.
The client commented:
"It didn't really
begin to occur to me what RUP was all about until. I started receiving
flyers about your project in my mail, and I decided to give it a try."
When the client approached the extension agent with a specific request she was in the proces of trying to develop and put into operation
a program of greater parent participation in school activities.
She was
interested in identifying e;:emplary projects of this nature.
By conducting
a manual. search of 1:esearch in Education and Current Index to Journals in
Education, the extension agunt was able to identify several exemplary projects involving the use of parents as school aides in elementary schools.
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Since the documents were on microfiche, he reproduced them and arranged a
loan of a protable reader.
The client was so interested in a few of the
documents that she purchased them from the ERIC Document Reproduction
Service (ERRS).
In a later follow-up conversation between the extension
agent and the client in reference to the development of her parental involvement project, she commented: "I was really shocked when as many as
fifty parents showed up at the community meeting to participate in development of the project." She further stated: "Many parents wanted to know
where this had been tried before, and if there had been any success, and
I was well read on the subject because of the materials RUP provided me;
therefore, I could answer their questions."
Case Study No. 4

KeepinLUp To Date On
Developments in Education

The client in this case study was a very experienced classroom teacher,
a reading specialist and chairperson of the Reading Mobilization Team at
her school. The extension agent commented that her classroom was always
inviting because of the many teacher-developed and student-developed
learning aids.

The requester's school is located in one of Washington's most affluent
areas and the population of the surrounding area is predominantly white,
middle class, and well educated. It is in the second highest median income area in the District of Columbia. The libratian, who was in the
position when the project started, has since retired, but her idea of a
pet-lending library continued as a pert of the library program after her
departure. The school's principal at the beginning of the project has
since retired.
The new principal cane from a school situated in a contrasting socio-economic setting.
In a recent follow-up conducted by the extension agent on her requests for materials and information dealing with the concept of open
education, she stated:
The group I. was working with on open education
concepts was voluntary and had no official function; a group of teachers
simply got together and decided we needed to know more about this concept, since it is now official V. C. Board of Education policy." The
extension agent loaned her documents on microfiche, a portable reader,
and a prepared package on "open space" and "open plan schools." They
agreed that the most significant doculnent was an ERIC report dealing
with retraining traditional teachers to adjust to open plan sehcols and
the open education setting.
Project services, in this instance, came to
be used following a lively discussion aT.ong teachers in the staff lounge,
which prompted a desire to becom butter informed about the state of the
art.
The client: further added:
"When I asked you for some information
on learning centers, you helped ,xe, so 1 figured I would try again - - -it: was most useful and practical."

--
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Case Study No, 5
Educational Games - A Case Stuff
of Classroom Innovation

This requester is a Math Resource Teacher in an elementary school.
She holds a Master's degree in mathematics and is a former high school
math teacher. The school where she teaches is a small inner-city school
with a resident staff of 14 teachers with 300 students. }ter school is a
Title I School which hosts teams of pupil personnel workers, special
resource teachers, and guidance personnel.
The request which is documented herein was for microfiche reproducThe client had conducted a manual search of the ERIC materials
placed in the school library through the Research Utilization Project.
The request for microfiche reproduction wos received by mail. The microfiche were needed for a staff development demonstration.
tion.

The microfiche reproduction unit was used to reproduce sixteen documents.
Total staff time was 45 minutes (average for this type of service.)
The microfiche and a portable reader were delivered to the client the
same day the request was received.
Use of the portable reader was demonstrated at the time of delivery.
The requester was visited approximately one month after the delivery
of materials.
She demonstrated several math games she had developed for
her students utilizing principles which were stated in the documents that
had been reproduced.
The client reported high interest on the part of
co-workers and students.
During that follow-up visit, the client requested information on copyright regulations for the purpose of possibly marketing certain games.
This client later taught: a workshop on math games through a volunteer staff
development and learning exchange program which operates in the city.
In the words of this teacher, "I was surprised to find the ERIC
materials in the library here. I had used ERIC when I was in school. The
librarian told me about your project and gave me a request form to send in.
Having the documents on microfiche really saved me time."
Case Stu dv No. _6_

Aeluirinaegnowledee On Ilse
Use of Media in instructj.on

The client in this case study is an elementary school librarian and
holds a Master's degree in Library Science.
She is a former classroom
teacher who has been a librarian in the D. C. Schools for over seven years.
scl'ool is a large elementary school located in Northeast Washington.
The staff consists of 40 teachers with 880 students.
The school is the
site for an in-service course offered for credit on preparing teachers to
work in open space schools.
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The request which is documented herein was initiated during an
extension agent visit to the school. The topic was teaching through the
The purpose was given as professional development for on
use of media,
the job application and advanced educational studies. The extension agent
had been contacted earlier in the year by this client for information on
the use of the video tape recorder in staff development and minilessons.
This school
access to a VTR, and the librarian wished to familiarize
with VTR techniques.
hereself with
A computer search was coded and run. Twenty-seven items were retrieved by the computer search.
The printouts were reviewed and screened
by the extension agent. One journal article on utilizing media in instruction was located in the in-house collection and was photocopied.
The
information package was delivered to the client for a turnaround time of
five working days.
The requester reviewed the abstracts and later called in a request for
microfiche and a portable reader.
The information which was provided fillet:.
the immediate need for material to use in coursework. The client indicated
that she also planned to disseminate VTR and media techniques to other
teachers, fulfilling her role as media resource person in her school.
This requester stated:
That we've gotten was perfect. We got the
portable reader when we wanted it, and were able to use it for extended
periods of time.
This was most helpful. The extension service was very
flexible around our needs.
I got the materials right when I needed theth."
Case Study No. 7
Planning_Library Services in
An 011-,n Plan School

This requester is a librarian in a small inner-city school. She holds
an MA in Library Science and has participated in a staff development program for District of Columbia teachers.
The client is an itinerant
librarian traveliwc between two schools.
Her schools are scheduled to consolidate and move into a new open plan school in the 1973-74 school year.
The request was initiated during a field visit to deliver materials to
another staff member.
Tice librarian mentioned at that time that her school
was converting to an open plan next year.
She requested a bibliography of
all available LitIC naterials on open plan schools and library facilities.
The intended use of information was professional development and library
facilities planning.

A preliminary manual search of in-house files revealed a dearth of
good information on open plan libraries, Total search time was approximately 45 minutes. A coputer search was selected as the primary resource due to the relative complexity of the request.
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This computer search returned 26 items.
The output was screened for
relevance at the abstract level and was delivered to the client with a
turnaround time of six working days. A computer generated bibliography of
articles and documents on open plan schools was prepared to supplement
in-house materials.

The client contacted this extension agent with a list of microfiche
documents to be reproduced. The microfiche which were duplicated contained
floor plans of open space libraries and bibliographies of other sources to
This information was utilized in planning library services for
consult.
the coming school year.
This librarian said:
"You know our school is moving into an open
space building. I am concerned. about how this will affect my library program.
There was some good information in the printouts you gave me, but
there doesn't seem to be that much in the ERIC system (on the topic of
planning library services in Open Plan Schools)."

Case Study No. 8
Establishinr, a Reinforcement Schedule
For a Reading Class

This client is a classroom teacher of grades 2 and 3 combined. At
the time of this case study the client held a Bachelor's degree in Education and was completing requirements for a Master's degree at an area
university.
The school where she taught is a small cler,,entaryschool
located in far Northwest Washington.
The staff consists of six teachers
with 130 students.
The client had previously consulted the library at her university
for information about the effects of reward schrldnies on the reading
achievement of eleTilentary school children. The client contacted the
Research lnforration Center by telephone to request a computer search on
her topic. The output of the original computer search was unsatisfactory.
The extension agent was then contacted by mail using a Field Search Request form which was developed for clients in target schools. The purpose
of the information request was two -fold:
for immediate use in completing
a course assignment, and the client was interested in applying research
findings on reward to establish a reinforcement schedule in her reading
class.

A
viewed
coding
around

second computer search was coded and executed.
Retrieved items were
while on-line to, insure relevance.
Total, search time including
occupied 43 minutes. Piinious were railed to the client for.
turntit:e of three working days.
=

Thirty-two items were retrieved,
All documents were reviewed to check
relevance at the abstract level. One journal article was located.an
included with the printouts. The carl!on copy of the prin,:outs was used to
Tile
create trci ...formation package on "Reward" for the in-house files.
Ronson for
client vAs cont;icted obeut one w.,ek after limiting printwils,
contact was to ciu,ck on the relevance of retrieved items. The client
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expressed satisfaction with the results and wanted to know where the
The extension agent explained services of microdocuments were located.
fiche reproduction and the loan of portable readers to target clients.
The client then requested six microfiche to be reproduced. In this case
the client came in to pick up the microfiche and portable reader.
The client summed tip her experience by reying:
"I found some of the
needed were research studies on reward. All of
journal articles.
What
that information was in the HEW (ERIC) reports.
I will be able to use the
information in my class ---- there's a volunteer who will be helping and
I can share the information with her."
Case Study_N:).

Lexalopinz Classroom Learnin& Stations

The client in this case study is a young teacher at an elementary
school in the southeastern section of Washington, D. C. She is pursuing
her Master of Arts in teaching degree at. Trinity College, where a
graduate program in training teachers to work more effectively with inner
city children is offered.
The client's school is one of the largest elementary schools in the
District and is located in one of the most densely popUlated areas of the
Nation's Capita/.
Its students are drawn from the lower socioeconomic
levels-of the city.
The client's information needs involved an examination of affective
and cognitive learning processes at the preschool level. This teacher-was
interested in enhancing and promoting these learning processes through
classroom learning stations which she wished to establish.
The extension agent manually searched Research In Education and the
Current Index in 1:ducat:Lon to quickly and accurately iderLtify some
relevant doevw(lits.
The agent was able to identify thirteen "good" documents from EfliC, all of which were availoble on wicrofiche.
Duplicate
microfiche documents were reproduced, and the agent called the client to
make the necessary arrangements to demonstrate to her the use of a portable
reader.
Difficulty was experienced in getting some journal articles because
of the narrow and spcialized nature of the topic hut this was overcome
with the assistance of the N1:A library.
This is one of many instances
when other libraries wore used to supplement the resources of the Research
The extension agent pointed out that teachers have
Information Center.
often reported a preference for journal articles.
The agent commented
that this may be due Co the length of an average article as compared to a
report, plus their general availability and convenience of use.
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The client in this study commented: "With the tremendous amount of
sophisticated research to be read and applied in a classroom project of
this nature, teachers like me in a large elementary school need all the
assistance in this respect that we can get."
Case Study No. 10
Developing Children's Self Concept

The requester in this study is a special education teacher. This
teacher had been a reading specialist before moving into this new
speciality.
She had been taking courses in special education and had
received recognition for her work from the Special Education Department.
This teacher was also in charge o4, the staff development program at the
school.
In relation to this, the extension agent reports that he demonstrated the Educational. Products Mini-Kit developed by the National Center
for Educational Advancement, USOE, at a staff development session at this
school.
The Mini-Kit is an audio-visual package consisting of filmstrips
and cassette tapes which deals with a series of eight validated learning
programs of interest to elementary school teachers.
The school is located in one of Washington's most heavily populated
Spanish speaking areas and has a mixture of Spanish speaking,. Black, and
White children. A public library is close by, and it operates a program
supportive of school activities. Many faculty members at this school used
the ERIC materials supplied by RIP to the school library.
This teacher was concerned with developing a program to enhance the
self-concept and self-image of some of the students in her school. She
remembered a ten year old article in a journal on 'this topic and inquired
if the extension agent could locate it for her. The extension agent conducted a computerized search of the ERIC data base and selected certain
very relevant articles and documents from the abstracts.
Area university
libraries and the ii7s1 library were contacted regarding availability of
journal articles. _Those journal. articles available were photocopied anl
also sent to the client. Appropriate microfiche were Also reproduced, and
a loan of a portable reader was arranged. During the follow-up, it was
learned that this teacher had devised a self-image program which she was
using with some of her special education students.
This teacher's comments echoed those of many others not so documented,
when she said: "EEA services are invaluable because of the hours of a
teacher's work day; teachers very seldom have time to go to the public
libraries, and searching takes so much Lime."
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Case Study No, 11
Services to an CJ1.peratinE_Project

in Program Planning and Development

The "client" in this case study is really a number of requesters
who have in common the planning and development of programs for teachers
through the Center for Educational Advancement {CEA), a teacher center
funded through the U.S. Office of Education under the Education Professions Development Act.
The CEA was one of four such pilot projects
across the nation funded by USOE.
In Washington, D.C., the CEA is geared
toward providing services to teachers of students from pre-kindergarten
through 9th grade. The project is headed by a Director and four Assistant
Directors /Coordinators.
Each coordinator is responsible for one of four
program areas of the CEA, namely, Curriculum Development, Staff DevelopMent, Educational Programs in Urban Areas, and Information Dissemination,
Two junior high schools and their feeder elementary schools in
middle - low socioeconomic communities were selected for participation
in the CEA Project.
One extension agent provided personal linkage services from RUP to the staff of the CEA as they planned activities for the
Center and participants from its target schools. Orientation sessions
were provided to CEA staff by the extension agent and RUP staff.
Requests
were made by members of the CEA staff for activities related to project
components mentioned above.
Other services from RUP included computer
searches of the ERIC data base, printouts, microfiche reproduction, loan
of portable readers, and so forth.
Many searches were performed for CEA staff. One such search concerned
approaches to conducting workshops. An ERIC document entitled "How to
Conduct a Workshop" was identified in a search and was, according to the
requester, used in working with small groups of teachers to help them solve
teaching/learning problems. Another CEA client reported that a request
for information pertaining to behavioral. objectives was utilized in a
workshop on preparing Learning Activity Packages.
According to reports of the coordinators in the project components,
the materials and services provided by RUP to CEA helped them be more aware
of professional materials in the areas of their respective responsibilities
and were useful in the planning and implementation of a number of specific
programs,
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of the
.Research Utilization Project on sixteen public elementary schools.

A part

of-the RUP -was using educational extension agents to make principals,

libratinns, and teachers more aware of research resources in the Research
Information Center of the Washington schools,

It was hypothesized that the Project would positively influence
-the number of research requests and principals' attitudes.

Results, based

-on a sample of sixteen princtpals whose attitudes yore assessed by a

specially constructed attitude rating scale, supported the hypotheses and
-demonstrated the favorable impact of the project.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF THE RESFORCH UTILIZATION PROJECT
ON PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES AND ON THE USE or INFORMATION SERVICES
BY TEACHERS AND OTHER FIELD PERSONNEL IN 16 TARGET ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Introduction

For the last two years, among the primary program objectives set
forth by the Superintendent of Schools in "The Superintendent's
Operational Tasks 1971-1972," the goal of.raising the level of academic
achievement of students in the areas of reading and mathematics has
headed the list.

But even before that, a modified version of a plan

presented by Kenneth Clark, called "A Design for the Attainment of Nigh
Academic Achievement for the Students of the Public Elementary and
Junior Nigh Schools of Washington, D. C.," popularly known as the Clark
Plan, had been implemented in the schools.
The.P.ecearch InfonIntiwi Center (RIC),

(see Appendix A), through the

Department of Research of the Office of Planning, Research and Evaluatiou
of the D.

C. Fublic Schools, prepared and submitted a proposal to the

Office of Education in April 1971 for the establishment of a Research
Utili%ation Project (RUP) (see Appendix B).

The U. S. Office of

Education awarded the contract to the D. C. Public Schools, and funding
began in June 1971 for a period of 18 months.

The selection of the 16 target schools was determined by the fact
that they were a part of a program evaluation system.

They had been

selected for-inclusion by a multistage stratified samplieg method based
on enrollment and geographic areas.

Also it was hoped that the existence

of additional data on these schools might prove to be of benefit for any
future correlational purposes.

The project director, the project coordinator and the assistant
project.coordinator were already on the staff of the Office of Planning,
Research and Evaluation when the project began.

A freeze on the filling

:r
of vacant positions and the general fiscal crisis, experienced by the

D. C. Public Schools at that time, however, caused a delay in staffing
the rest of the RUP positions, so that two of the three linkers did

not join the project until January 10, 1972, while the third linker began
May 1, 1972.

The project director of the Research Utilization Project was the
Assistant Superintendent for Research and Evaluation, Departments of
Research and Evaluation, Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation,
D. C. Public Schools.

She had final administrative authority over all

aspects of the project, and' a portion of her time was committed to the
project.

The projecL coordinator of the RUP was the coordinator of the
Research infornation Center and reported directly to the project director.

Fifty percent of his time was comitted to the project.

duties in-

cluded the day-to-day Oministration and supervision of the project
staff.

-Under the general supervision of the project director, the

coordinator was responsible for the project, including coordination
with other departm,:!nts and target schools, training, purchasing, evalu-

ation, project reporting, and so forth.
The assistant project coordinator was directly responsible to the
project coordinator and assisted him in the various day-to-day activities
of the project.

She was also responsible for collecting and tabulating

data for monthly and other reporting Grit were required for project
evaluation.

Linkers are resource persons who disseminate research information
to schools.

0n-the-job training for the first two linkers began

January 10, 1972 and extended over a period of two weeks.
linker be an her training May 1, 1972.

The third

The librarians of the target

schools, who were to play an important role in the Project, were trained
February 2 and 3, 1972.

Figure 1 (Farr, 1969) schematically depicts the

rolo of the linkers in the flow of educational knowledge, and the role
of the gatekeeper, which in the Research Utilization Project was assigned
to the librarians.
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The Flow of Educational Knowledge

The main purpose of the Research Utilization Project was to trans-

late rebarch into educational practice at the instructional level in
the D. C. Public Schools, with the initial emphasis in the area of
reading.

To effect the- link betwedn the resources of the RIC and the

3 -

needs of key field personnel--teachers, principals, librarians, and
reading specialists--liaison researchers (the linkers previously
mentioned) were used to acquaint target personnel with research findings and to provide information'to classroom teachers for initiating
and developing programs.

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this evaluation was to. assess the effect of selected

aspects of the Research Utilization Project'on the 16 target schools
which were part of the pilot project.
This study has the following objectives:
1.

To determine how information supplied through this project

or by project staff was utilized by determining if any projects were
initiated or developed as a result of the RUP
2.

To assess user satisfaction with RUP products and services

3.

To ascertain the numbo of searches that were conducted since

January 1972 due to the RUP target schools
4.

To obtain the reactions of target school principals to the RUP

5.

To ascertain what use was made of material placed in school

libraries by the Research Utili.eation Project and of what value this
material was.

Central to the RUP was the concept of the previously mentioned
linker, also known as "liaison researcher," "knowledge linker" (Farr,
1969) ,

"county agent" (Benson, 1969), "change. agent" (Goodson and Vammcs,

1968), and "information specialist" (Paisley, 3968), whose function it
was to provid,r, a link betv:een research sou-IA:et; and the practitioner in

the field, to identify local educational problems and needs, refer them
to the ERIC Office for an-TraTImation search, transmit findings to the
teachers, and initiate new research efforts when information needed for
problems could not be located.

Review of the Literature

The science of knowledge utilization is a new field, which began
emerging in the 1960's (Havelock, 1969)

.

The concept of the linker is an outgrowth of the agricultural extension agent concept, and some of the same principles apply to both
concepts (Farr, 1969).

Akinbode (1969) studied the degree of tommuni-

-cation between farmers and the agricultural extension service and found
that extension agents may influence the nature of contracts by the
-emphasis- they place-on particular methods.

In the area of job satisfaction and performance, Frwin (1969) studied
the effects that relate to the degree of involvement of county staff
members by the county extension chairman in decision making.
.

He found

perceived involvement associated with both the level of job satisfaction
and the performance of county staff members.
In the field of education, change takes place very slowly.

Rhodes

(1969) spoke of the reluctance of educators to engage in innovations, not

because innovations lack validity, but because they may require of the
educational practitioner chances in role, scheduling, space allocations,
etc.

Today's problem, according to Lavin (1971), is exemplified not by

--lack of available knowledge but by lack of utilization of educational
research, which is caused by
transfer.

g:Ip existing in the sy8tem of knowledge

Rhodes (1969) described the Educational System for the Seventies
(ES '70) demonstration network which was concerned with creating a
climate that encouraged innovation and experimentation.

The ES '70

Project dealt with the problem of how to facilitate an effective process
of institutional change which would start with a school's physical and
personnel resources and would perre.t it to evolve more relevant and

appropriate means to support learn4ng.

In the project, E. F. Shelley and

Company, Inca, a multidiscipline organization in educational management and information systems, was assigned the task of linking agent and
was responsible for viewing each activity in reference to its effect on
the whole.

The company was charged with collecting and analyzing data

and relating school needs to research and research-funding agencies.

The company also disseminated research information to the schools and
could develop new means of facilitating the exchange of information
necessary for decision making.
//-

To ensure that most effective use is made of research, Lyons (1966)
believed that research personnel should be available to help in the
implementation process.

As described by Farr (1969), the functions of a linking institution
include:
1.

Anticipating areas of concern among members of the target

audience
2.

Turning to resources and gathering information available on

the subject
3.

Selecting the most salient elements

- 6
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4.

Summarizing

5.

Drawing conclusions

6.

Presenting review of literature in an easily readible and

digestible form
-7.

Effectively disseminating the information to the people who

need it
Duties of field agents were seen by Louis (1970) as:
1.

Helping educators identify educational problems

2.

Preparing educators' requests for information

3.

Helping educators develop approaches and plans in problem-

solving or innovation
4.

Assisting educators in utilization of data

5.

Helping educators to plan and to imp]ement research information

Havelock (1970) included two additional areas of concern in which
the change agent should build a collaborative helping relationship with
his client and try to maintain this relationship.

As a last step he

listed the importance of generating and maintaining a problem-solving,
self - renewing capacity.

The Office of Education pilot tested the extension agent concept in
South Carolina, Utah, and Oregon in 1970, in order to develop, test, and
-- demonstrate ways in which state educational agencies could furnish information to local. educators.

Sieber's evaluation (1972) of the Pilot

State Dissemination Program found that "field agents" wore reaching
educational personnel closer to the classroom who in their training were
less likely to have been exposed to educational rest,nrch or innovations.

7

"Field agents" in these three states were found to render bettor
assistance than others (e.g. a large proportion of curriculum and in4

struction experts).

Clients of field agents implemented new practices

as a result of information or assistance they received; they had a
higher utilization rate than non-talGet clients.

The conclusion reached

in this study was that the personal .assistance of the "field agent"

accounted for the differential rate of use, and that the field agent
acted as a catalyst to the client.

In addition to the grant for the extension agent concept awarded
to the D. C. Public Schools, eight other research centers were funded
for the fiscal-year 1972.

Since the Research Information Center is the State ERIC Office in
the District of Columbia, the research information resources and capabilities to support a project like the RUP were already in existence.
In evaluating a program as extensive as this there are certain
limitations that should he kept in mind.

Goodson (1968) listed the

following:
(1)

Inability to control variable-s to the extent that effective-

ness exclusively of the change agents-can be measured;
(2)

Attempting to measure an'ongoing process instead of an end

product;
(3)

Lower validity and reliability of attitudinal and behavioral.

types of surveys as compared to more objective data.

Havelock (1970) commented that when a project like this is evaluated,

many uoasnrable benefits night not be generated for one or Wo years,
even thouAh the program wet*,:d perfectly.

An earlier evaluation mir,ht

reveal "no effect" vhen a real effect was still emerging.

Godson (1968) offered the following criteria for an evaluation of
this type:
1.

Positive changes in individual behavior and attitudes toward

innovation and change;
2.

Developing a climate conducive to innovation and change;

3.

Positive change in innovativeness of a school system; and

4.

The system's ability to be self-starting or self-renewing.

Hypotheses

Hypothesis One

Since it is theorized that a helping and interprofessional relationship increases participation, it is expected that the number of searches
initiated in the target schools (in the RU? Project) between January 1,
1972, and June 30.,- 1972, is greatZ!r than td,e nu5ber of searches

initiated in a comparable number of non-target schools during that
same time period.

The target schools had already been previously

selected for participation in the pilot stage of the Evaluation SysteM.

The selection was by means of a multistage stratified sampling rethod
based on enrollment and geography.

Because of the availability of data,

it was decided to have these same schools become the RUP target schools
(see Appendix C)

.

Non-target schools were siuilarly selected by a

multistage stratified sampling method based on enrollment and geography.
linothesis Two

It is expected that there will be an increase in the total number
of searches conducted between January 1, 1972 (the beginning of the RIP
Project), and Juno 30, 1972, over the number of searches conducted
between January 1, 19/1, and June 30, .1971.
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ap2lhesis Three
It is expected that the number of searches conducted for the target
schools between March 1, 1972, and June 30, 1972, is more than the
number of searches conducted for these schools between March 1, 1971,
and June 30, 1971.

Hypothesis Your
It was theorized that general satisfaction is related to interpersonal

involvement and is increased by a helping and interprofessional relationship.

Therefore, it is hypothesized that principals at the RUP target

schools have positive attitudes toward the RUP Project.

pypothesis Five
It is hypothesized that there is a direct relationship between
the amcitiat of reseal:eh information and services supplied-to RUP target

schools and RUP principals' attitudes toward the Project.

Research Design
Sample

The sample consisted of the sixteen principals from the KU target
schools.

Fifteen of the principals were women; fourteen of the principals

were black, while two of them were white.

When interviewed twelVe of

the sixteen principals were active, two were retired, one had loft the
school system, and one was serving for the principal.

Information on the

sex, race, and status of the sixteen randomly selected non-taget school
principals was not available.

- 10
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Data Gathering Inptruments,

Research ttquest Form
This form (see Appendix D), which was used to gather data on the
clients of the Research Information Center, consists of five sections

and collects data pertaining to the client's position, how contact was
made, purpose of the information request, statement of the research
prob1-3m, dates when the request was made and filled, resources used,
time required, and search results.

of the form in five minutes.

The client could complete his part

A simple tally of these forms yielded

the number of searches.

Principals' Attitude Rsting_Scale
The numerical rating scale (see Appendix E), which was constructed
especially for the RUP Project, consists of 18 items pertaining to the
Research Utilization Project and to principals' opinions concerning
this project.

It was designed to obtain answers to the following:

1.

Attitude of respondents toward the RUP Project

2.

Attitude of respondents toward the "linker"

3.

Respondents! opinion of frequency of searches conducted for

the school and for the principals personally
4.

Use made of searches conducted, specifically if they have re-

sulted in new programs or new teaching techniques,
5.

Principals' opinion of librarians' and teachers' attitudes

toward the project
6.

Use o; ERIC materials placed in RUP schools.

The questions were arranged in either increasing or decreasing, order of
favorableeess.

Scoring.

Twelve of the eighteen items on the Principals' Attitude

Rating Scale were scored from one to four.

The response that was most

favorable to the Research Utili2ation Project was assigned a value of
four, the next most favorable, a three, etc., so that the least favorable
response was assigned a value of one.

Six of the items were scored either

one or two, the latter being the more favorable response, and one being
soared as less favorable.
obtain a total score..

The indMdual item scores were summed to

If all questions were answered, the possible range

of scores was from a low of 18 to a high of'60.
Reliability.
Validity.

The

reliability of this rating scale was not tested.

This rating scale has face validity.

Procedures

Data for determining the number of searches initiated in both the
target and non-target schools between January 1, 1972, and June 30, 1972,
were obtained by tallying the number of search request forms for those
schools for that time period,

Similarly, data for determining the number

of searches initiated between January 1, 1971, and June 30, 1971, were
obtained by tallying the number of search request forms for that time
period.

The same procedure was followed for determining the number of

searches conducted between March 1, 1971, and June 30, 1971, and for those
conducted between March 1, 1972, and June 30, 1972.
P.UP principals' attitudes were measured by means of the Principals'

Attitude gating Scale.

This instrument was pretested on the two prin-

cipals who had retired, with the instrument being administered to them at
_their homes.

On the basis of the experience gained from these two trials,

-
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the Principals' Attitude Rating Scale was revised, and for the sake of,
ease in scoring, it was made completely objective.

The Principals' Attitude Rating Scale was, in most cases, brought
to the principal by ehe project coordinator and his assistant, who had
made previous appointments to sec the principal (see Appendix F)

.

Each respondent was' asked to choose front among either two or four
alternative choiOes.

All but three of the principals completed th

rating scale in the presence of the project coordinator and his assistant;
these three principals mailed the completed questionnaire back.

All

questionnaires were completed between Novether 17, 1972, and January 10,
1973.

The questionnaires were then scored according to the previously

constructed scoring key.

The scores were then summed and entered on

Fortran Coding Forms, according to the preconstructed Coding Manual
(see Appendix.G).
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Results

Amount of Use

In Table 1 are the monthly number of searches conducted between
January 1 and June 30, 1972.

The total numoer of searches for the

target schools (168) is 56 times the number of searches conducted for
the non-target schools (3).

This finding supports the first hypothesis,

namely, that the number of searches initiated in the target schbols is
greater than the number of searches conducted for non-target schools
during this time period.

Table

1.

Comparison of Number of Searches
Conducted for the 16 Target and 16 Non-Target Schools
Between January 1, 1972 and June 30, 1972

Number of Searches
Month

Target Schools

Non-Target Schools

5

o

February

33

0

March

42

0

April

47

0

15

2

January

May
June

Total
Jan.

*

- June, 1972

26

168

3

- 14 -
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The number of searches conducted for the six months, January through
June, 1971, was compared with the number of searches conducted for the
six comparable months of 1972 (see Table 2).

Monthly totals for

1972 were larger than monthly totals for 1971, with the exception of
the month of June.

An obtained chi-square of 25.4255 with 5 degrees of

freedom is significant at the .01 level.

This finding supports the

second hypothesis.

Table 2

Month-by-Month Comparison of the Total Number
of Searches Conducted by the RIC Staff Between Jaduary 1
and June 30, 1971, With the Total Number of Searches
Conducted Between January 1 and June 30, 1972

Number of Searches

Month

January

97

118

February

73

139

March

116

163

April

76

129

May

71

111

June

125

100

Total for
6 Months

558

760

x

2

Chi-square

25.4255 with 5 degrees of freedom

15 -

A

comparison of the number of searches conducted for the RUP target

schools for two time periods--Murch 1 to June 30, 1971, and March 1 to
June 30, 1972--is depicted in Table 3.

The total number of searches

conducted for RUP target schools in 1971 is only 1, with May being the
only month during which a search was conducted.

Monthly totals for

1972 range from a low of 16 for the month of May to a high of 47 for the
month of April.

The total number of searches conducted for RUP target

schools in 1972 was 128, a substantial increase over 1971.

This finding

supports the third hypothesis.

Table 3

Comparison of Number of Searches Conducted
for the RUP Target Schools Between March 1 and June 30, 1971,
With Searches Conducted Letween March 1 and June 30, 1972

Searche54 for all Target Schools
Year

March

April

Mny

June

Total

1971

0

0

0

1

1972

2

47

24

128

Principals' Attitudes TowArdt
RUP target school principals' attitudes toward the Project were
elicited'in questions 2, 3, 8, 11, 121.13, 14, 17, and 18 of the
Principals' Attitude Rating Scale.

Their rating of the program for

those who used it is compared with their rating of the program in their
school overall in Table 4.

very high or high rating

All sixteen principals gave the project a
or users of the services, whereas oily one

principal gave the program the highest rating in her school overall.
Seven principals gave the program a high rating in their schools
overall, while seven others felt it was not effective overall.

Table 4

Principals' Rating of RUP
Program for Users and
in School Overall
(N=16)

Level of Rating
Rating of Program

Highest Rating

High Rating

L-'w Rating

For Users

n School Overall

8

No :euonse
N

X

50.0

50.0

6.3

43.8

- 17-

43.8

0

0

1

6.3

Principals' feelings regarding the expansion of the project wore
explored in two questions, one relating to expansion of the program within their own school and one relating to expansion of the program to the
rest of the school system (see Table 5).

Twelve of the sixteen princi-

pals favored expansion of the program within their schools, while fourteen out of sixteen'were in favor of providing the RUP services to the
rest of the school system.

All principals who had voted in favor of

expanding the RUP program within their own schools also voted for letting
other schools have these services too.

Table 5

Principals' Answers to Questions
Revealing Their At
Toward the Research Utilization Project
(Two-Choice Questions)
(14,.16)

vne
Question No.

Variable

Favorable

ot Resnonse
Unfavorable No-Response

(les)

2

13

14

(No)

Liking of Program

15

93.8

0

0

Expansion.of Program
Within School

12

75.0

4

2 1=

Expansion of Program
to Re; t. of School
System

14

87.5

1

- 18-

6.3

1

6.3

1

6.3

In reply to the question if principals liked the program, it will
ibe seen in Table 5 that fifteen out of sixteen principals, or 93.8%,
liked it.

No unfavorable responses were given, but one principal failed

to answer this question.

A composite of the six four-choice questions demonstrating the
principals' attitudes toward the Research Utilization Project is shown
in Table 6.

No unfavorable responses were given by any principal to any

of the sixquestions.

Except for one question, which concerned the

rating of the program in the school overall, at least twelve out of
sixteen principals' responses (or 75k) fell into the highly favorable
or favorable category.

All sixteen principals gave a highly favorable

or a favorable response to the question relating to the helpfulness
of the program to users.

Principals were about evenly divided on the

question relating to the effectiveness of the program in the school
overall.

.
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Table 6

Principals' Answers to Questions
Revealing Their Attitudes Toward
the Research Utilization Project
(Four-Choice Questions)
(Na16)

Question
Number
3

11

12

17

18

Variable

Degree of favorlbleness of
Neutral or
Slightly
Highly
UnFavorable favorable
}favorable
N
%
N

Response

nfavorNo
ble
Response
N
%
is
N

Total

Helpfulness of Program
to Principals

31.3

9

56.3

6.3

1

6.3

100.2

Satisfaction With
Extension Agent

25.0

10

62.5

6.3

1

6.3

100.1

Helpfulness of Program
to Users

50.0

8

50.0

Rating of Program in
School Overall

6.3

7

43.8

Value of Material to
Principals

18.8

9

56.3

37.5

7

45.8

Ree°m!.11111166ismil

Program to Others

100.0

7

2

43.8

12.5

0

0

1

6.3

100.2,

4

25.0

100.1

1

6,3

100.1

1

-20=

-

73
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Table 7 shows how each principal
answered the two-choice questions
and the four-choice questions related
specif:1celly to principals'
attitudes toward the Research
Utilization Project.

group of questions--that

Following each

is, following the group of
two-choice questions

And following the group of four-choice

questions'--is a column that shows
the mean for that particular set of
questions.
The last column represents the aggregate mean of the two- and
four-choice question means,
whiCh was obtained by adding these
two means,
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.

6

0
4
.0

1.67

2.00

1.50

0

0

1

1

0

2

1

1.00

1

2

0

10

4

2.00

0

0

3

9

2

2.00

0

0

3

a

0

2.00

0

3

7

2.00

0

0

3

6

2.00

2.00

2.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

,

3

3

IS

16

3

1

13

14

1

3

17

0

O
1
O
1

O

0

0
0
0

0
0

2

0.
0

0
0

0

1
6
3
4
4

1
1

0

5.00
3.00

3

o

0

I

1

5.40
3.40

1

o

1

3

O

O

1

0

3.00

3-00

3.80

5.00

4.50

5.80

4.67

3.67

2.67
3.00

5.80

5.17

4.40

3.80

3.17

2-40

5.17

3

2

3.17

O
0

6.00

0

4.00

5.67

5

O

3.67

O

4.80

5.00

4.50

Aggregate
Mean

.o

2.50

3.00

2.83

1

0

O

Response

No

FourChoice
Question
Mean

0

1

-0

0

1
0

Unfavorable
(1) Responses

favorable (2)
Responses

Slightly Crv-

Neutral or

NUMMR OF

0

2'

1

6

2.00

0

0

3

5

0

2.00

0

3

4

0

3

3

0

4

5

Favorable
(3) Responses

2.00
5

0

::ighly'Favorable
(4) Responses

0

1.67

!.'.(an

2.00

0

No
7csponse

TwoChoice
Question

(N-9)

0

0

1

3

1

2

Yes (2) No (1)
Answers ;Answers

2

1

rincipal

OF
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on 11,'eans, and Aggregate Means of Questions

7

Relating to Principals' Attitudei Toward the Research Utilization Project

Tao- Choice Question .Means, Four-Choice Que

Table

The lowest possible aggregate

mean is 2, and the highest possible

combined, or aggregate, mean is 6,
placing the midpoint of the possible
range 2-6 at 4.

As can be seen more easily in Table
8, whiCh depicts the frequency
distribution of the aggregate means, both the
mode and the median of the

aggregate means are 5.00.

The midpoint of the possible range is 4.

The

assumption is that any score lying above
4.00 denotes a favorably;attitude, while scores falling below 4.00
would indicate unfavorable
attitudes. Table 8 illustrates
that fifteen out of sixteen scores, or
94%, fe1,1 above'4.00 on the aggregate
mean, while only one score fell
belbw that point. The median and mode

of the aggregate man lie above

the midpoint of the range, and ten out of sixteen
cases fall at or
above the.median, with only six
cases falling below it.

These'data

support toe fourth hypothesis, that RUP
principals have positive attitudes towara\the R1JP project, which
was the case with fifteen out of
sixteen principals.

4'
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Table 8

Frequency Distribution of Aggregate Means
Based on Two-Choice and Four-Choice Questions
Relating to Principals' Attitudes Toward RUP

A,,re ate Mean

f

6.00

1

5.80

2

5.67

1

5.40

1

5.17

2

5.00

3

4.80

1

4.67

1

4.50

'2

4.40

1

3.67

1

Median = 5.00
Mode
= 5.00

Information concerning the principals' use of RUP services

and materials is presented in Table 9 while data in Table 10 display
the frequency of such use.

There was a slightly greater use by

principals of RUP services than of RTE, CIJE or PREP materials
(81.3% vs. 68.8%), as illustrated in Table 9.
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Table 9

Principals' Use of Services
and Materials Provided by the
Research Utilization Project

Amount of Use

Category of Use

Number of Users
Services

Materials

(RIR, CIJE,

PREP)

Percent

13

81.3

11

68,8

As was already evident in Table 9, thirteen out of sixteen principals used RUP services at some tiro.
refined in Table 10.

This statistic is verified and

While three principals, as is indicated in both

Tables 9 and 10, never used RUP services, eleven principals, or 68.8%,
used the services one to five times.

One principal used the services

six to ten times, and one principal iAdicated she had used RUP services
more than ten times (see Table 10) .
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Table 10

Frequency of Principals' Use of
RUP Services

*

(N £6)

Number of
Principals

Cateries of Frequency of Use
Never

1 - 5 times
6 - 10 times

Moro than 10

times

Percent of
Principals

3

18.8

it

68.8

1

6.3

1

6.3

Principals' Opinions of Teachers' and Librarians' Use

Principals of the RUP target schools were also questioned regarding
their perception of their teachers' and librarians' use of the RUP, as

well as their opinion regarding the percent of their staff using project
cervices,

Although data are missing on three librarians, whereas data on

teachers are complete, a glance at Table 11 shows that the remaining 13
librarians used the RUP either a lot, as was the case with four librarians
(25%), or some, as was the case with nine librarians (56.3%).

Teacher

use Of the RUP services was put by nine principals (56.3%) into the

"some" category and by seven principals (43.8%) into the "very little"
category.

(See Table 11.)
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Table 1i

-

Principals' Perceptions of
Teachers' and Librarians' Use
of the System

Target Croup Evaluated

Teachers

Librarians

A lot

4

(Nm16)

Frequency and Percent of Use

%

Some

%

56.3

25.0

9

56.3

Missing

Very
Little

7

Data

43.8

tol

3

18.8

As indicated in Table 12, thirteen out of sixteen principals
estinated that up to 25% of their staff availed themselves of RUP
services, while two principals thought that RUP use by their staff
ranged between 26 and 50 percent.

-27
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Table 12

Principals' Perceptions of
Percent of Staff Using Project Services
.(4=16)

6-4111:11

Extent of Use

Staff Using Services
N

Up to 25%

..

PerCent

13

81.3

26-50%

2

12.5

No response

1

6.3

Principals' perceptions of the feelings of teachers and librarians
toward the Research Utilization Project were explored in two questions
of the Principals' Attitude Rating Scale, and the results are presented
in Table 15.

Principals perceived no unfavorable attitudes toward the

project on the part of either teachers or librarians, while very favorable
attitudes were perceived for eight librarians (50Z) and for the teaching
staff of three principals (38.62 of principals).

When both very

favorable and favorable attitudes are conbined, twe ve principals

\

(75%) put their teaching staff into either of these categories; thirteen
principals

(81.3) placeci their librarians into either of these favorable

categories.

rn

01

Table 13

Principals' Perceptionsof
Teachers' and Librarians' Feelings
About the Research Utilization Project

ee of Favorableness

0 e

Principals' Opinions
Regarding Staff
Attitude Toward
RUFr

Neutral
Very
Favorable

'

Favor% .able

Y.

or
Slight15
Favorable

Teachers' Feelings

3

18.8

9

56.3

3

Librarians' Reactions

8

50.0

5

31.3

0

Un-.
.

18.8

-

favorAble

%

No
nes.onse

6:3

1

3

Y.

.

18.8

In order to determine how many new projects, programs, or teaching
techniques were initiated as a result of the Research Utilization Project,
principals were asked to respond by selecting from among four categories.
The categories and the number and percent of principals who chose each
category are presented in Table 14.
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Table 1t

Number of New Projects, Programs,
or Teaching Techniques Resulting from RUP
(N .:16)

tr-xarszto.rn. miurxx=as Iv= =a=

Response Category for
Number of Programs

Number and-Percent of PrinCivtlacrdin
Number
2

12.5

10

62.5

Quite a few (4 -G)

3

18.8

No response

1

6.3

None at all
A few (2 or 3)

-

Percent

As can be seen in this table, the majority of the principals (62.5%)
believed that the-Research Utilization Project was responsible for two
or three projects.

Two principals (12.5%) thought that no new projects

were traceable to RUP, whereas three principals (18.8%) attributed four
to six new projects to th

-pact of the program.

For the purpose of asce cai ning if any correlation exists between

principals' attitudes and the number of searches conducted for tho target

schools, both Pearson Product-%ement (0 and Spearman Rank-Order (rho)
correlations were run.

the Pearson ProductXoment correlation between the

Principals' AtLitudo Rating Scale and the nunbor of searchcs conducted
for the target school yas O.

The Spearnan Rink -Order correlution for
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the same data was .11 at the .66 level of
confidence.

was found in either one of these tests.

No relationship

A matrix detailing the various

Spearman correlations between total number of
searches conducted for the
target schools between January 1 and June 30,
1972, and the nine
attitudinal items of the Principals' Attitude
Rating Scale is shown in
Table 15.

The figures significanc at the .05 level are starred,
which

would be considered significant in this study.

-
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Table 15

Matrix Showing Correlation Between
Total Number of Searches and Principals' Attitude
Score Based on Variables 2, 3, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, and 18
of Principals' Attitude Rating Scale

Variable
Numbers
26
2
3

V

26
-

a
2

-.20

-.25
.47*
-

le

b
11
.33

8

3

-.21

N
12

-.45*

.49*

-.2G

.21

.81*

.30

05,

.42*

8

(.01
0'

11

,

m

u

e
14

-.13

'.04

14

s

-.23

18
.14

17

;63*

.38

.36

.42

.40

.60*

.69*

.38

.38

.34

.56*

.29

.02

-.11

.47*

-.02

.01

.34

.16

.35

.23

.32

.65*

13

r

.45*

0

12

b

13

.23

17
18

*

Significant at .05 level or better.

Pearson Product-Moment (r) Sum of Variables 2, 3, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14,
18 with Variable 26 = 0

17,

Spearman Correlation Coefficient (rho) Sur of Variables 2, 3, 8, 11, 12,
13, 14, 17, 18 with Variable
26
.11 at .66 Level of Confidence
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This t;,1'.14.1u'of the relationship
s

arOles shows that only one item,

b;./r

leVel of sig4ficance with number of
frincipals

we-'n attitudes and number of

£2, correlates at a .05

earches.

This item questions the

out t eir rating of th. prograT in the school overall, and
.0'

the' correlation, though signific
other c
cant

tor, negative.

This table also shows

relations 'among the va .0 us 'tents of the test that are signifi-

the .05 level or bett r

F r instance, there is a correlation

betw en satisfaction with t e services of the extension agent and liking
of the program and hetweeh satisfaction with the services of the extensign agent and helpfOlness of the program.

The fifth hyp*hesis, that there is a direct relationship between
the amounts of research information end services supplied to RUP target

schools and RUP principals' attitudes toward the Project, was not
supported.

-3386 -

Discussion

One of the objectives of this evaluation was to assess the impact
the RUP project has had on the total number of searches.
in two ways.

This was done'

Searches conducted for target schools were compared with

searches conducted for non-target rchoors, and the number of searches

before the Research

Ionization Project entered was compared with the

number of searches after the RUP entered the schools.

The impact of

the RUP, as shown by these two _indicators, was indeed great.

Another objective of this study, a determination of principals'
satisfaction With RUP products and services, resulted in two divergent
,,,findings.

Whereas all principals gave the RUP the highest or a high

rating for those who had used it, principals' ratings of the RUP in
their schools overall was considerably lover.

This would point to the

fact that those principals and teachers who had used the RUP found it
very helpful, but that there was not enough awareness of the project in
the schools.

Measures intended to gauge principals' attitudes toward the Research
Utilization Project shcr.7ed that fifteen out of sixteen liked the Project

and held favorable attitudes toward it.

No principal disliked the

Project.

Closely related to principals' satisfaction is their opinion regarding expansion of the program, both within the target schools and to
the ,entire school system,

The majority of the principals favored ex-

pansion of the project; twelve out of sixteen favored expansion of the

31}

program within their own schools, and fourteen out of sixteen were in
favor of expansion to the whole school system.

This overwhelming vote

in favor of expansion underlines the need for greater awareness cited
above.

Less frequent use of materials placed in target schools, such as
RIG and CIJE Indexes and PREP Kits, than of RUP services generally is
probably due to the fact that the extension agents (linkers) appeared
at regular intervals at the schools to remind the staff of the availability of their services.
One of the most important aspects of this evaluation was determining the utilization of information in the form of new projects, programs, or teaching techniques initiated or developed as a result of the
Research Utilization Project.

The majority of the principals reported

that the IWP was responsible for some new projects; only two principals

attributed no new vojects to RUP.
An investigation into a hypothesized direct relationship between'
principals' attitudes and number of searches conducted for their schools
showed that_ no such relationship existed.

This hypothesis was not

supported, possibly because searches were conducted mainly for teachers
and librarians, rather than for principals.

-35- 88 -

Conclusions

Data collected and analyzed indicated that the Research Utilization
Project was responsible for a large increase in the number of searches,

both when target schools were compared with non-target schools and when
ta%get schpols were compared with themselves during RUP and non-RUP
time periods.

These data support the hypothesis that a helping and

interprofessional relationship, in this case exemplified by the educational extension agents (linkers), increases participation.

Data also indicated that fifteen out of sixteen principals held
favorable attitudes toward the Research Utilization Project, as elicited
by the attitudinal questions of the Principals' Attitude Rating Scale.

The hypothesis that satisfaction is related to interpersonal involvement
(in this east: RUP) and is increased by a helping and interprofessional
relationship (the linkers) is thus supported.

The direct relationship that was hypothesized to exist between
amount of research information and services supplied to RUP target schools
and RUP principals' attitudes toward the Project did not materialize.
It must be assumed, therefore, that the number of searches conducted for
the schools was

udependent of principals' attitudes toward the RUP.

The data, then, do not support this hypothesis, perhaps due to the fact
that the searches were conducted mainly for teachers and librarians,
while the question-3 tere asked of the principals.

X.1110.-
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Recommendations

This study affirms the problem stated by Lavin (1971) that a gap
exists in the system of knowledge trahsier, and that this gap causes or
contributes to the lack of utilization of educational research.

The

project supports the finding of previous research in demonstrating the,

effectiveness of the personal contact rendered by the educational
extension agent, as this contact led to a large increase in the number
of searches and contributed to highly favorable attitudes on the part
of the participating principals.

This project did b,7idge the gap between the central research re-

sources and field personnel by utilizing the interpersonal linkage
concept of the educational extension agent.

It is, therefore, recom-

mended that the extension nent concept servo. as a model for the

develoi)ment of n system-wide infomation dissemination syste.
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APPENDIX A
rim%

RLSEARCA INFORMATION cm:TER

AFFILIATION:

Departments of Research and Evaluation
Division of Platinin, Research and Evaluation
Public Schonls of the District of Columbia
Suite 1013, 415 Twelfth Street, N. U.
WashirTton, D. C. 2CO04
Telephone (202) 347-6727

HOURS:

Open - 8:30 A.. - 5:00 P.. Monday-Friday
Closed - Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays

ADMINISTRATioN:

Dr. Mildted P. Cooper, Assistant Superintendent
Departments of Research and Evaluation
Roger J. Fish, Coordinator
Research information Center

PURPOSE:

USLRS:

The Center was ortyanized in 1969 to assist the professional staff
of the DistriAt Schoo)s in projects involving educational research.
Research inforation is collected, stored, retrieved, and disseminated
toward this objective.
.

Board of Education

.

DCPS Teachers and Other
Educational Personnel
.

.

Federal and District Agencies
Community Groups and Other
Local Organizations

Central and Field Aeministration

VISITORS:

Visitors arc wolcone to use the infornition resources in the Center.
Tie Center staff will locate and retrieve raterial for you.
Assistance in the use of indees and oides will be provided.

GUIDES /::D

Card C, r:

with author, title and subject entries.

The Library

of Ccus Classification is used.
Periedicillcntftior, Beta app roxinately HO periodicals in the Center.
Vertical Yile contlins: documents and materials on a wide variety of

educaticAl
to
znIL:

in rdic,tice, (CIF) is a corwrehensive
to Irticles in th. field of vaucntien.

over

0.ich

u7,,I.:th with 6nn0thtion: :Ind

is

and I.L.njJnnuAly.
r.ant!:!v abstrA,It.in; sorvico a

-1,x7,)rion

Cott:rr

to docu!.nts

sub!,octirc.litution
'ftwe i111

and mierofio

Co;.t or, ,
for vieyiy, of deceneotA.
-

r. irra

1

-

;4.1

:A. is

r111!

Aut±wr_

to oducsttiol:.11

do,:ernt

aro

PREP:

PREP (Rutting Research into Educational Practice) is a
cooperative service offered by the Office of Education to
State Depart:rents of Education.
PREP pulls together the
best thinkin,j 'of researchers on specific educational topics
and expresses their findins in nontechnical language. The
Research Inforoation Center reproduces and distributes summary
copies on request.
Full reports arc available on loan. PEP
is also included in RIE and is available on microfiche.

HISTORICAL
DOCUNENTS:

Sore historical and archival materials on the D. C. Public
School Syste:i is available for use in the Center by visitors.
These include reports of the Superintendents and Board of
Trustees from 1345 through 1932.

EDUCATIONAL

Through a subscription to the Educational Research Service (ERS)
of the NEA and the AASA, the Center has direct access to an
extensive source of curreut information and research on education
not readily available elsewhere.
Indexes to ERS publications are
available for use.

RESEAP.C11 SERVICE:

NLVSCLIPPINCS:

A file of clippings ci local newspapers is maintained in the Center.
Articles are filed by subject ratter.
An index is available for
reference.
Clippings are also posted as a current awareness
activity of the Center.

STATISTICAL

Current and historical publihed statistical reports of the school
system arc available on pupils, personnel and buildings.

REPORTS:
BUW::ET AND

F1NA:iCIL
MATFRIALS:
AVAILALtIL1TY OF
SERVICE:::

Also available for reference is selected published information on
Federal, state, and city school finances, as well as D. C. School
budgets.

Potential clients of Center services may be gtouped as follows:
Cote:'ory f:
This includes individuals or groups involved in
direct support of school c., stem progra ,i. Corputer and other
services are 4vailable on a priority basis to these individuals.
Catc...cryIT:
Other oaers, such as cormuni.ty croups, federal.
District, or other local
er organizations, are given
services in accord
the nature and purpose of their request
in terns of school system oporational :priorities. These requests
rust be submitted in writin.l. to
Assisi:int Superintendent,
DepartrLnts of :search and Evaluation.
Caterci "
V.7:nluvaes of the school system and o,her students
(loin% graduate Cr uadevgraduato work or involved in other
project:: are woloo7L. to 1p:e C.euter facilities, as are those in
eate4nries I cal 11.
Co:-.keter services
be provi.b
only
upon approvci k:rirtan rec:o::tt to the Assivant Superintendent,
Departrects 0:
ohd
letter should
indicate tho
the r000,'st and o utotorent indicatinv. how
such a search vili directly h,-Letit the f;choo) t;Y!;1...717.
scutir:o
of such a search rockiest 1.i)1. fellow avoroeal of the written rect,,st.
Center staff yin he :1,1; Ty to provide infornation en the availabiliiv
of co7,pilter

.1

it,
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READ1rG RESEARCH UC1LIZATION 11:0JECT -an RIG project: for. Teachers and other Yield Personnel,
Washirwton, D.C.

The Reading Research Utilization Project was funded in WaAington, D.C.
in July, 1971. In direct support ()V D.C. Public School system objectives
to raise rea6ing achieveent of the pupils, the Departwents,of. Research and
Evaluation, through the Research :information Center, extend special research
information services to 16 ele,menlary schools c:, on experimental
Emphasis in this project is on rearlin, To effect: the link between resources
and practitioner, two Educational ;:xtension Agents (7,EA's) are world n
throuh target school librarians to supple-s:ent local school information
resources and services available to each school's Reading Mobilization Team

and other Ley instructional personnel chared with the responsibiiity for
iwproveent of readin;! achievement. A third Extension Agent will be active
in providin?. infomation services to the Teacher Center, A special prf)ject
in :!ducctional re:;ewal funded by the U.S Office of Education.
ERA's currently provide the following services:
1.

AsE.ist the client in question negotiation or problem statemont.

2.

Perform 1.::anual and computer searches of }RTC and non-ERIC
materials for information or solutions to problems.

Screen, analy:,:e, and synthesize retrieved information for
alternaLives to user.

3.

user a116 di ;1)1.x;;

4.

5.

CoortJnate with target sch:)ol librariJnis to provide supplemental inPor:;:ltion resources and servicos.

Assi:4t

taret school librori;ins in inst7rlictin interested
IJersonnel in how to use ERIC and how to conduct ERI C

searcheF,.
Provl!.!e r0 !-,en rt-'1; infornat :Lea
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TARGET scrous

HEADINC RE!;LI,RCH UTILIZATION
PROJECT
. _
. .

Bancroft Elerentary School
18th and iowton Sts.,
Washinton, D. C. 20010

Laftlyotte Blocntary School
Broad Sr. Rd., NW
NortharA)ton
Washington, D. G. 20015

Beers hleu:c,ntary School
Alah.,!:.1 Ave. & 36th Plt.ce, SE

McGogney Elementary School
WhecAcr Rd. 8 Mississippi Ave., SE
Washington, D. C. 20012

Washinton, D.

C.

20020

Blow-Pierce rimentrlry School
19th .i :d hennin Pyad, NE
Washinn, D. C. 20002

Meyer Elemntary School
11th and Clifton Sts N.V.

Bruce Eler:entary
Sherin Ave. , N.W.
Kenyon St.
Washinton, D. C. 20010

Miner Elentriry School

Bnnher 1'i:11 Elcrry School

Noycs Elerent;:ry School

Washington, D. C,

615

20009

15th Strt, NE

WaOlington, D.

C.

20002

10th and r1'c,n1:1111 St., :;E
Wro-...hitwtolt,

D. C.

20038

Wa!;hington, D. C.

20018

ClcvelnlIJ l'.1 c,:.enty School
St:rc:ets,
8th
Washer.
20001.
0. C.

Petorth Ele.,',entary School

:001
Davis rh..46th
S Streets, SE

SI:od;c1.'t Elc,:.ort:tv School

;:.11,.:1

Unshin:.y,1,,

D.

C.

20019

1;e11,11k.y 1'lenta1 y F,c1,00l

6th nnd
D. C.

20,3:1.2

8th Litz, Shcp(..rd Sts.,

Wohino.on, 0.

C.

20011

Cdlvert Sts., NW
Washjrcion, 0, C.
20007
30th

Wn1171--Jon<.s El(!7entztry School

1st and I, Sreets, NW
D. C.
20001

bash my
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PEST:ARCH INDOATION
01' PLANNING, ViSEARCH AND EVALUATION

SEARCH NUMT:EP,

SCUMS
LULO.IO
THE DISTRICT CF colmItiA
415 12TH STREET, N.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004

A. CLIENT INCOYMATICN:

CCNV.CT n".IHOD:

NAME:

TELEPHONE REQUEST

TITLE:

VISIT

AFFILIATION:

IN-HOUSE

ADDRESS:

LETTER
OTHER

IELE HONE:

RETERED RY

C. PUTIVOSE CT 1!,;FO"'..4+TION SEARCH:

D. SERVICE M7,THOD:

CLASSROOM USE

TELErmoi

ADMINISTRATION

PICK-UP

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOI1.;ENT

PERSONAL DELIVERY

PRCrosAL LPE PA RAT ION

REGULAR PAIL

CURRICULUM LCVELCIMENT

INTERSCHOOL NAIL

OILER (Specify)

EXTENSION AGENT

E. STATEENT CF NOV.DM:

IN-PCLiE
NECOT1A'i i LI.

SEA

:

:1:R:

DATE UFGCTI:.1:;;D:

DATE STAViT2D:

PAIE NEt:Cf.T.:

DAIL: OCFL:A:ED:

DESOU!;:.:ES USED:

ERIC

r:ED

":EA

OL:f

CIJC

CST

OILER

5E.P,RC.11

Fotic ,...v!

.!

SEARCH STATE:1EN' : 11.......1

.1.1.1
CONCEPT 1:

CONCEPT 2:

SET NUMBER & TOTAL:

SET NUMBER & TOTAL:

Oa.

.16.11.....

V

.

.101
CONCEPT

SI:T NUMBER

TOTAL:

TIME:
NECOTIATICN
SEARCH

TOTAL

NUMBER OP HITS

PRTNT:,IFC,P1',T
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APPENDIX E
Principalrit Attitude Rating Scale

You will remember that before the P.eading Research Utilization
Project got underway, an orientation session was provided to you and
This orientation ineluded background insome of your staff r.,e::'hers.
information OR the Reading Research Utilization Project, on ERIC, and
Below are some questions regarding
on the Research information Cutter.
this project. Rindly .check the answer that best expresses your ViOW3.
1.

Have you availed yourself of the services offered by the RUP
Project?
No

Yes

1

2
2.

Do you like the Progrnm?

Yes_
1
3.

If you liked the Progra ;u,

very helr,51!)

do you find it
'helpful

11P1P.1.111.

3
4.

flow do you think your teachers feel about the Project?'

very fpvor:00e
4

S.

f.:wonO.Je

unf. avort.b le

11elltral

3

What in your 1.ftrari:na's react.lon to the Project?

very helful
4

6.

not liclyful at all

2

Does .:he find it

rot helpf,0

11e11)1-1,1

2

3

Do your 'Lca..!hers u:,;e. the :;ystem?

a 3ot

not at all

son?

1
7.

Does your lihrrian tu,c tl-o,syteu?
a

lot.

vevy Iitt1e

110t

ot

1

ol 1

APPENDIX F. (continued)

8.

Are you satisfied with the services of the extension agent?
very satisfied

9.

sliOtiv dissatified

satisfied

4

3

more than 10
________

6-10
3

2

4

Vhot. percent of your staff use the project services?
None

up.to_25Z.

26750X

2

1

11.

:r

1

How many time have yot' used the services offered by the Reading
Research Utilization Project?
1_75

10.

very dissatitlied

2

over. 50%

3

4

How would you rate this program in your school for those who used
it?

he:Hful

very he] fill

not vt-_,.ry helpful

3

12.

2

1

How would you rate this proL,r.7:1:, in your school overall?
very cffec_Itive

eff,tet:ive

_ .

not very effective

3

4

13,

not helpful at oll

not effective

2

all

1.

Do you feel the UP ProgrL..1 should he e.pan6ed within your school?
No

Ye;-;

2

14.

Do y(-,

tlr

to th

re.:-.7t

n1u

the

the. Ecrv!..c-el;

be expanded

of the sci7ool

Yes__

15.

have hew project:;,

Coach .i1; tec`Iniquns resulted

direet]y fro..-J the ]:eadin

Not

:1

.1

(?.

ProjQct?

1,e:;earcit

or

...;)

11.9i i

1'

a

(14-)

mnitv

6)

1

16.

havo
th,:t

Ye:1

u-;,1 the

(R11: f c[Jr

in ytli t.,L..hou3?
Nip

& PREP 1Jt:;)

APPENDIX E (continued)
17,

IL you have used the material,
ho' valuable have your found
it?
ver*: va) liable
....___-_
valuable
not very valuable
ii

18.

3

worthleFls

2

1

In talking to othe'principoll,
librarians, or teachers, how
you recooeud the program?
would
stro.)^1y recm!Tend

recoend

feel neutral

would not recorrlend

APPENDIX F

PUBLIC fiCHOOLS OF TIIE Disinacr OF COLUMBIA
DIVICION OF 1,1.0sNtin4G. 7NNOVh1IO1 MH) It[tiCARCii
PrtetAprnuAL 01111.011,40
Ale
12101 cntEr.T. H. W.
WAGIAINGT014. 0, C. 20004

November

)1972

Dear

As-you 1:new,-the Research Utilizatfqn Project, a school
research information service, has been offered to your school
during the pant year. A -description of 'the project and the services
which have been available to you and your staff is enclosed.

Mr. Roger Fish and Mrs. Erika Robinson of the Research
Information Center, a part of the Division of Plannin, Research
end Evaluation, would 'like to inerview you regarding this project.
Your suggestions-and covents will help us to it
our services
to your sehJol and ili 1l in project evaluation.
Your cooperation and assistance to them in this effort will be
A1>prOXii0ALely one hour of your time will be
needed for the actual interview. 1.76, your convenience, several suAi;ested
dates and tirle:; are ;1:3W11 below.
Would you please have your secretary
call Mrs. Robinson in the Research Information Center at 347-6727
indicating your preference. We are hoping that there will be a
continuation of U.S Cifico Eduction funding that will enable us to
ivovide inLer::ation services to you for the second semester. Again
v.J
ie.h to th:Ink you for your cooperation.
greatly apr,rociatcd.

Sincerely yours,

Col"V
Mildred P. Cooper
t-,si:;tant Superintendent

for Research and Evaluation
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APPENDIX C
Code Book

-Column

Card
1

-Item-#
Ql

-Q2

Variables

Code

Use of services

Liking of Program

1

Q3

Helpfulness of
program

1

Q4

Teachers' feelings
about Project

5

1

Q5

Librarians' reaction
to Project

6

1

Q6

Teachers' Use of
System

7

1

Q7

Librarians' Use of
System

8

1

Q3

Satisfction with

9

1

Q9

-pAnge.

1=No
2=Yes
9=Missing data
1=No
2=Yes
1=Not helpful at all
2=Slightly helpful
3=Helpful
4=Very helpful
1=Unfavorable
2=Neutral
3=Yavorable
4=Very favorable
1=Not helpful at all
2=Slightly helpful
3=Helpful

1

Q10

1 -4

1-4

1-4

1=Not at all
2=Very. little
3=Some
4=A lot
1=Not at all
2=Very little
3=Some

1-4

4,-A lot

1-4

1.Vor dissatisfied
2=51iFhtly dissatisfied

extension agent

3.-Satisfied
4..Very satisfied

1-4

tip4:s

2=1-5
4.-!-fore than 10 trees

10

1-2

4=Very helpfW

service:. of

Principal's use of
Project

1.2,9

% of staff

1=None

using t'ervices

2=t7p to 25%

1-4

3,26-5C!
4 .-rover 50%

11

1

QI1

Heipfulness of

wry

prcercIll in school

for tiers

3-K,::;4111

4.-Very 1;elpfu1
12

13

1

1

Q12

Q13

1-4

helpfnl at oil

Ratiu:-; of pro ran
in school. ov,;rall

Expanidon of pror,wi
within E:r:ool

-

51

-

2

1-4

cifocl:c? at all

1

;

t

. ry rfiective

t-Ver effcctivo

1-4

J=No
2-Yrs

1-2

APPENDIX G (continue i)

Colul.n

14

15

16

17

Card
1

1

1

1

Cod e..

Raul

Expansion of Program
to rest of school
system
Number of.new Projects

1=No
2=Yes

1-2

resulting fro': RUP

2=A few (2 or 3)
3.Quite a few (4-6)

Variables

Item II
Q1/,

Q15

Q16

Q17

Use of RIE S CIJE
6 ITEP materials by
principal
Value of material to
principal

1=-None at all

4' -Many (more than 6)

1-4

1=No
2=Yes

1-2

1T-Worthless
2.,'Not very valuable

3=Valuable
4,,Very

18

1

Q18

Recomnendation of
program to others

1-4

1.-Would not recommend
2,-4'00 neutral

3=Recommend
4,,Strongly recommend

19-20

1

1-18

21-22

1

Operational

23-24

1

25-26

1.

fearches for Mar. 1972

27 -73

1

Searches for Apr. 1972

Uypothesis
-No. 1

Total of respon:les
to items 1-18
.Searches for Jan. 1972

Searches for Feb. 1972

1-4
21-58

DO=None
01=1
02=1
etc.,
each number
representing
the nuriber

2930

oi searches
for each
school for
each month

Searches for Mly 1972

31-32

1

Se:irches for June 1972

00-15

33-34

1

Total 0 of Searches JanJune 1972

.00-29

55

1

Operational.

Searches for MrArch 1971

Nu her

56

1

flypothesis

fearciles for A::r. 1971

represents

57

1

No. 3

Searches for May 1971

58

1

Searches for June 1971

Nu!lawr of
Sr:Irches
per School.

59

1

Total

of Searches
March-June 1971

-52-

03

0-1

APPENDIX 0 (continued)
Column

60-61

6263
64-65

6667

6869

Card

1

I.

Variables

Code

RA1119.

Number

00 -09

Operational

Searches for March 1972

Hypothesis

Searches for Apr. 1972

represents

No. 3

Searches for May 1972

Number of

Searches for June 1972

Searches

Total # of Searches
March-June 1972

per School
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00-25

APPENDIX C (Continued)

ColuirTI

75

Catd
1

Variables

Code

Range

Target or NonTarget School

1=Target

1-2

2.

on- target

76

1

Sex

1=Male
2=Temale
9=Missing Data

77

1

Race

1t-Black

78

79 -80

2=White
9=Missing Data
1=Active
2=Eetired
3=Resigned
4=Acting for principal
9=Nissing Data

Status

1

ID

1-

of School

01=R:,ncroft

1

02= freers

1

03=Elow

1

04- Bruce

1

05=Bunker Hill

1

06Cleveland

1

07 -Davis
OE= Headley

1
1
1

09=Lafayette
10=McCogney

1

11,-Muyer

1

12=Miner

1

13=Noyt,3

1

14Petworth

1
1

15-Stoedert
16=Walker-Jones
17=Aitou

1

18-= Buchanan

1

1

19wGaLe
20=Carfield

1

21=Har4

1

22=ilat.rison

1

23=1,ckio

1

24.,Xevritt

2

25-Mnrch
26=l'ec1l f. Annex

1

2
2

27,SyplIoN

c

2

28,1uhra

2

2

29-Tatkins
30=Wrbb

2

31=Wct;t

2

32= J.D. Wilson

- 54

1-2,9

1-2,9

1-4,9
01-32

APPENDIX C (continued)

Column
33

Card
3

Item

Operational

Variables

Year of Search

Code

RAPISL

1=4971

1-2

21912
34-36

3

Hypothesis

January

37-39

3

No. 2

February

40-42

3

11

March

43-45

3

11

April

46-48

3

4951

3

52-54

3

1

May

June
1,

Total for 6 months

-55 -

Number represents
number of searches
conducted

000-760
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

The focus of this project was upon the process of translating research
into educational practice at the instructional level in the D. C. Public
School system. This endeavor has been carried out through the establishment ned evaluation of an interpersonal information dissemination and
utilization network in 16 target elementary schools.
The infrastructure
of this network consisted of a number of elements, personal and otherwise,
and which are described in the body of this report. This network was
designed to bridge the geographical and service gap between central research capabilities and resources of the system with the steeds of key
field personnel--teachers, principals, and librarians in the target schools.
Emphasis in the project was in the area of reading.
To effect the link between resources and practitioner, an educational
extension agent, initially termed a "liaison reseerche?1, served as an
active persona] memenicetion link or interface with target school personnel. The librarien in each school was further identified as a gatekeeper, Leen locally based channel for information dissemination and
contact with teachers.
A major goal of the project was to make target personnel more knowledgeable about reseetch findings :and how these findings may be utilized
in their day-to-day teaching and supportive activities.
A second goal was
to provide information to local schools for the development of programs.
The case_ studies included in this report: cover a variety of intende0
purposes, including; ploposol develelment, clessroom nee, delsonstration and
staff develoreent, nee,need studies', progient planning eed others.
These
case studies demonstrate to e pinCtiCal sinner and diverse ways in which
target school personnel, with the aid of the extension agent program,
translated oducatieeel reseerch into proi.alls and acti,:ities to meet the
needs of studants ned school pereonnel.
Results of the Yvincionl's AttAtude 1,:atin;; scale revealed thnt fifteen
out. of sixeccl pried'; ils
the project and held
attituLles
toward it.
princial disloncid the project. The majority of the principal's favored exp:htioa of RUP both within their o.:11 7c1ioo1s and Co the

rest of the school s!sten. hegard;n the quotion of ho, they would rate
KUP in their ;Ichool for those who used it. a)__7 pri.nci;)als ,,:ave the project
the hiyheef: or a hiyh
On the other hond, ihe pracipal's rated use
of the prorx-1
in the school overall. These seemilutly diverent
can Oe expUined by the f,:et diet service to anvue in the tar:.:et
schools was near the ero level prior to OP and the holldin of in.:,,reness
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of service capabilities among target school personnel was and is an ongoing process. This may offer an insight into havelock's 0970) Comment
that many mensurable benefits in a project like this might not be generated
for an indefinite period of time even thought the program worked perfeetly.
An evaluation might reveal "no effect" when a real effect was still emerg-ing., In any event, it is clear that the building of awareness is a process
which should be kept in mind in such projects in the future.

i

An exeminetion of seerches conetleted during the projeet reveals that
most search requests from the target schools camelfrem teachers and librarinns.
While three out of sixteen principals never personally used RUP
services, eleven principals, or 63.84, used the services one to five times.
One principal used the services six to ten times, and one principal indicated she had used RUP services more than ten times. In relation to the
adoption and utilization process generally, the majority of the principals
reported that the RUP was responsible for some new projects in their schools
while two principals attributed no now projects to RUP. It should be noted
that these results with the principals were attained with minimal personal
contact between the extension agent and the principal. These contacts consisted generally of initial orientation sessions, and brief visits to the
principal's office by the extension agent in the early days of the project.
Once the project was under vay the rt:A's focused their main attention on
search and retrieval activities related to serving teachers. In future
projects such as this, more attention should be directed toward reinforcing
the principal's rule as the instructional and administrative leader of the
school.
This strategy could include providing services especially designed
for principals and demonstrating to them the practical uses of research
information.

A further finding; was that the 'Research Utilization Project with its
emphasis on personal services was responsible for a large increase in the
--number of requests for information from teachers and other field personnel
and consequently a considerable increase in the level of service and support
to instruct-tenni personnel in the threes schools. Specifically, data
collected and analyeed
thet RUP was responsible for a large inc tease in the number of searches, both when target schools were compared
with non - target schoels and when target schools were compared with themselves
during RUP and non-RUP time periods.

The Principal's Attitude Survey indicated less frequent use of materials
placed in iftftt schools, such as RTC and CUE, than of RUP services esuerally.
This is probably duo to the fact that the extension agents appeared at: regular
intervals at the schools to remind staff of the availability of their services.

As indicated above, this project met with overall approval. No
principal had any adverse reaction to it.
Part: of this may well be due
to the fact that under such a project, participants receive more than the:.
give.
Moreover, the additional reso,rces and services complimented and
supported local efforts to raise the academic level of students and
further the professional- development of teaaers.
It may he that state education agency heads and other educational
administrators who are concerned with improving the management and administrative decision-making process through ready access to !Ale- latest
AnforMation on research and education, will sec the value in initiatieg
or expanding such programs-An their own state, intermediate, city, or
local districts. But teachers and principals Are decision rakers too.
They make decisions daily regarding the educational Content-and instructional techniques used in the classroom.
Briefly, and in concluSion, this study affirms the problem stated 'in
(1971) Havelock (1967), (1970), and others that a gap exists in
the system of kno41ede transfer, and that: this gap causes or contributes
to the lack of utilization of educational research. The project supports
the findings of previous research in demonstrating the effectiveness of
the personal contact rendered by the educational extension agent in bridging this gap.
Lavin

Specifically, the results of the_ Principal's survey e.eluation of
the Research Utilization Project demonstrated that an
)(t8 realized
in the sixteen target schools for the following reasons:
he Project
was responsible for a laree increase in the nnliiher of see,
2) it
demonstrated that principnl:; were tell pleased with the
L products
and services s,tppl;ed by
ar.6 held favorable attitude:;
Jrd the.
Project: 3) ix deterriued that the inforNation supplied
SUP Yeasuited in ly;:, projects, prop,ra7:1s, and
ileehnives: zwd 4) it
detlens!:rated a :oderate c
i31 raterial placed in s.chool libraries by
t

!:?1.!i?

is

the Resl!arch Utiliv:oLioll Project.
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TO RESPONDENT:

AS YOU gNOW, YOUR SCHOOL IS ONE OE SEVENTEEN PARTICIPATING IN THE DISTRICT

OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS READING RESEARCH UTILIain!t PROJECT. IN AN EFFORT
TO PROVIDE MAXIMUM SERVICE TO YOU IN MEETING YOUR NEEDS AND THOSE OF YOUR STUDENTS,
VIE ARE CONDUCTIUG A SURVEY OF THOSE NEEDS AS YOU SEE TEEM.

HOWEVER, WE BELIEVE

THIS IS A NEEDS SURVEY WITH A DIFFERENCE. THE DIFFERENCE IS THAT YOUR RESPONSES
WILL SERVE AS A GUIDE TO OUR PROJECT STAFF IN LOCATING USADLE INFORMATION MATCHED
TO YOUR PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS AND NEEDS IN THE SCHOOL SETTING,
EACH FACULTY MENI1RR OF TEE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS SHOULD RECEIVE

A COPY OF THIS SURVEY FORM. lr YOU HAVE A REQUEST FOR INFORMATION, PLEASE
COMPLEIE, FOLD ON THE DOTTED LINE, STAPLE AND RETURN THIS FORM AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
THROUGH INTRA-OFFICE SCHOOL NAIL.

ADDITICNAL SURVEYS OF NEEDS WILL PE MADE NEXT

SCHOOL YEAR Mil DIFFERENT OR ADDITIONAL CATEGORIES rrox WHICH 'ID SELECT.
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Administration
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DEFINITELY

NEMO

PATE
NEEDED
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OF 1NECEAATION
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Readin, Develorment, Instruction, And Proi]rams
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It S'Al 11 to.:aveATION CENTER
DIVIS c': OF PLANNING, RESEARCH AND EVALUATION
,;(11001,S OF THE DISTRI CT OF C01,111 131A

Ux d

/15

12th Street, N. W.

Suite )01\3
20004

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dear Colleague

s leer i s be: f.c,

::cent

I n response to your reque: for i nform &Lion
reference number

dated

R En I,T3 OF YOUR REQUEST FOR 1 I TO MA T1 Oil

I,nl

The follow') ng inateri als are bei ng mai 1 eel to you

nformati on you need may btic found i n your School library. Ask
for
PREF KIT number

(Other)

DA li st of :published PREP meter) als has been included ivi th this
letter. The report lambert: whi cii are checked re) ate to your
1 nforma ti on request. in formati on on Ord° ri ng MI! materi air= i s
i ncluded on th(..- reverse Si fle of this li st .
HEW WE

YOUR-QMSTION

HAVE A C.11 3T10.

PleaSe i ndlcate the ax,p11 cati an cr use of the i nformati on top: c(s)
you checked.
1. Classroom use

4.

P. Adpinistralion

5.

3.

6.

Profe!sio,inl development

Pr_-Toal 0.er:ration
Curr.eulnr. develoFet,t
Other (:recli'y)

vhat date d you need thin i nformati on?
Please give a tolcphone number
ruther i t}sl ructi

viwro pu e iu he reached

.6,

- Wan-

for any
*
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PUDI.IC Ur:HOOLS or 111E DISTMCr Or
COLUMBIA
DIVISION Or PLANNING,
INNOVATION AND Itrbl:APON

P/ICSIULNTIAI. LINN-DINO
ASS

421H STSILLT. N. W.

WASHMOTON. D. C.

20004
Sprine,

1W3

INFORMATION NEEDS REQUEST FORM
Dear Educator:

The Research informat,iol Center
Staff is pleased to present
SOrvey of Information Needs to
a
faculty members of the schools
parlitipating in the RESEARCH :UTILIZATION
PROJECT.

ThiS -survey will enable our staff
to identify and service
information needs of those
participating, Once those
A.dentifiedi resources can be brought
ncedS arc
to ether to answer your infer
mation problemS-.

The second needs survey
is in the form

of a request for information.
Respondents are asked to provide
on this pnge.
Directions for identifying personnel identification
the reverse side.
information needs are on
Your participation in this
survey is voluntary.

PERSONNEL IDENTIFICATION
Telephone:
Position:
Rout

No:

School:

Todayls
Address:

Date needed:

***,:*****7;:******i%7*-:q::e*Wrk::***',!:*********.!cs:***7A**10********7:;****:
When you have completed all
items, front and reverse, return to

RESEARCH ImmATION CI;ZTER
ROOM 1013, PRESIDENTIAL BUILDINC
SCHOOL NAIL ROUTE 1

z. PRWLE liMNTIVICATiuN
sw the-kinds -4.informaClon you !teed as an educator.
Please describe
As far as possible, use SITSCC1! lenlIN from these three groups (PROUSS,
MAN VARfAGLES, and SU3JRCT AHA). You may substitute your own terms
if the concept you wish is not included below.

write a short description of your problem in
(See the EXAMPLE below.)

10.

THEN, supply the terms- which describe your problem.
EXAMPLE:
PROBLEM:

I need information on the effect of cultural disadvantage,
meat on career education and guidance.

-PROBLEM

cultural disadvantagement

AND counseling AND career education-

***vrt:**;.::4%00:.A*-).:.A.-**0::*:.:,Al',A:veg-:::**-::*****1
YOUR PROBLEM:

AND

PROBLEM

AND

**********.):******-* .******************************.e:****************-:
PROCESS

SU3JECT AREA

HUMAN VARIABLES

Bilingual education
CoUnseline, guidance

Art

Ability
Achievement

Career education
English lanuage skills
Curriculum plannino,
'-Early childhood -education Family life education
Educational administration Foreign language
Health
Facilities planning
History
Crading
HoMemaking:
Ihservice progxam
Ilumanies
Library services
Mathematics
Media selection
Music
Personnel Administration
Natural sciences
Policy Planning
Physical education
Research
Rending
:Scheduling'
Schoel/community pror:Ims Social problems
Social studies
$11e.ciai education

-_Attitude

Behavior
Cultural oisadvantac,,emc.

Emotional disturbance
Interests
Learning
Memory
Mental retardation
Motivation
Perception
Performance
Physical handicaps

Teacher/parent relations
Teacher/student relations
Teaching techniques
Testing

3, PRODUCf IDENTIF1CATTON
a. What type of information do you need? (check those that apply)
1'crgr.0 oriented
Overviev
Rtsearch oriented
In depth
1);

Ho%) many references do you expect or prefer? (check one)
to 50
.up-lo'25
up--to-10
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DOCUMENT RESUME

DATE P,F,CEIVED:
DATE OF P,E2JIIME:

I. Document Accession Number:

2, Project, ::wriber:

3, Title of Document:
.

Authors or Key Officers:

5. Project Title:
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ro om date ttSrAgned:
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Some Recommended Procedures for On-Line DIALOG Searching

1.

2.

3.

4.

DCVN PROCEPUES. If an operator suspects that the computer is inoperative,
the problem may be local or distant. To confirm local trouble, follow
these steri:
a.

Check lecal Ihnrclare--type a lino, depress the END button-, return the
cursor to the beginning of the line you typed, turn on ierminet, and
If it doeS
depress OUT. The Terminet should type our your line.
not, l,c 1 trouble is confirrled.

b.

Check distant hardware--with the blue light ON, type in any letter,
depress INT. The light should go out, and the display read
**PROCESSING**N
and return
INVALID COMMAND CODE
If the blue light goes out and stays out,, it is likely that distant
However, still
hardware proble:-.a are resanasible for the trouble.
try to solve problem by pressing MASTER CLEAR INT.

REPORTING DOWN TIME. Report all confirmed down time in log of DIALOG
operations. Also report time of return to service,
TURNING OFF. If you are the last operator of the day, check the sign-up
sheet to confirm that all operators have executed their searches as
SEND MESSAGE to terminal 1 ( 31/ ) that work is finished,
scheduled.
please stop polling, please acknowledge. Wait at the terminal until
Leave
your massage is acknowieci;ed. Repeat message if necessary.
local hardware turned on until regular shut down time.

SEARCMI% HINTS.
Average time per set may be reduced by stringing commands. Punctuate
a.
your commands with a semi-colon (0 to give the computer several- jobs-to do at once.
b.

Average number of sets may be reduced by selecting E and R numbers
A number of term using the same qualifier (example:
from displays.
TEACHING...) may appear in an expand of one of the terms. To save
sets, punctuate E and R numbers with a comma.
SELECT }l, E3, 84, E8 will return os one set of four terms.:
Average time per search may be reduced by limiting the number of
displayed items to a feu needed to insure relevance.
Prepared By
Research Information Center
Departments or Research and Evaluation
D. C. Public School

March 1973

APPENDIX 14
A Wde To Pr(IPari
Information Utilization Documentation - The
Case Study Approach

Format:

1.

narrative consisting of four divisions-client information;
Length-two
request; search process; results of search.
page maximum,

CLIENT. One or two paragraphs to include as many of these information items as are thought applicable: school; grade level

taught; professional status; approximate educational preparation
(degree, area of specialization, advanced studies); school and
community background (number of teachers, students, special
tenchm-s, special projects).
Indicate the topic of the request, negotiated search
statement, were other resources consulted by the client. Describe
contact method (visit, call,EEA, mail) Date initiated, client's
reason for initiating information request.

2,

REQUEST.

3.

SEARCH PROCESS..

Approximate times for negotiation, manual/computer
search; transformation; duplication and other clerical tasks;
dissemination of retrieved information; follow-up on the part of
the EEA; Selection of resources available to the extension agent
(manual search, computer, subject area specialist, outside authority,
GRF, NEE, etc,)
Regarded as most significant part of Information
Utilization DocuMentation. Include in first section output of
printouts, abstracts, hard copy prints, microfiche reprosearch:
duction, other materials. Describe method of transmittal to client;
follov-tp calls to determine relevance or utilization. Finally,
Insert a
describe how the information you provided was applied.
brief statement by the client at conclusion of utilization report.
Rts.phiscr,1 SEARCH.

The following list of types
of changes is not exhaustive but may serve as a helpful reminder in
categorizing types of changes that occur.
INVENT01Y OF...pMECl;ED TYPES pFCHANG27,..

Organizational change
Curricular change
Instructional approach
Scheduling
Neu equipaent purchases or utilization
PersonmA resource:,
Program in school-ewmunity relations
Insorvice Lraining
Ne instructional system
Program for special group of students
6.

OTHER TYPES OF WILUATI9N.
Coursowork
Reports
.Cooditee work
crowth

APPENDIX M

A Checklist For
ExtcnsionAgent
PreTar'.nr Information Utilization Documentation

1.

CLIENT
a.

School

b.

Oracle level Ought
Professional status (title)
Approximate educational preparation (years above BA)

d.
2.

'SCHOOL AND COKIUNITY
a,
b.
e.
d.

3.

REQUEST
a.
b.
c.
d.

4,

Topic, negotiated search statement
Qcro other resources consulted first.?
Results?
Contact method, date initiated
Client's reason for initiating request

SEARCH-PROCESS
a.

b.
5.

Number of teachers
Number of-students
Special teachers, resource and others
-Special projects, USEA and others

Times for negotiation, search, -transformation, dissemination,
follow-up
Selection of resources by extension agent

RESULTS OF SEARCH
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Search output (printouts, articles, hard copy, fiche, other)
Method of transTaittal to client
Follow-up activities by extension agent
Identify types of information utiliza-zion, type of change
Brief statement by client to be quoted in case study-
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